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51ST CoNGREss,} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

2d Session.

j :ffix. Doc.

1 No.l44.

SEAL FISHERIES OF THE BEHRING SEA.

MESSAGE
FROM THE

'PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATESj
TRANSMITTING

A letter .from the Secretary of State submitting the official correspondence
be~ween the Government of the United States and the Government of
Great Britain tmwhing the seal fisheries of the Behring Sea since the 19th
of July last.
JANUARY

6, 1891.-Referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

To the House of Representatives:
In further response to the resolution of the House of Representatives
requesting me, if in my judgment not incompatible with the pub1ic
interest, to furnish to the House the correspondence since lVIarch 4,
1889, between the Government of the United States and the Government of Great Britain touching the subjects in dispute in the Bebrinp;
Sea, I transmit herewith a letter from the Secretary of State, whieh
is accompanied by the correspondence which haR taken place since my
message of July 23, 1890. •
BliJNJ. HARRISON.
EXECUTIVE MANSION,

January 5, 1891.

The PRESIDEN1.' .:
In response to your direction I submit herewith the official correspondence between the Government of the United States and the Government of Great Britain touching the seal fisheries of the Behring Sea
since the 19t.h of July last.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient set'vant,
.
JAMES G. BLAINE.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, January 5, 1891 .

•
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Lord Salisb·u ry to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
No.166.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, August 2, 1890.
SIR: I have received and laid before the Queen your dispatch No.
101 of the 1st ultimo, forwarding a copy of a note from Mr. Blaine, in
which be maintains that the United States have derived from Rus::;ia,
rights of jurisdiction over the waterR of Behring's Sea to a, distaucp, of
100 miles from the coasts transferred to them under the treaty of t,he
30th March, 1867.
In replying to the arguments to the contrary effect contained in my
dispatch No.106.A. of the 22d May, Mr. Blaine draws attention to certain expressions which I had omitted for the sake of brevity in quoting
from M·r. Adams's dispatch of the 22d July, 1823. He contends that
these words give a different meaning to the dispatch, and that the latter does not refute but actually supports the present claim of the
United States. It becomes necessary, therefore, that I should refer in
greater detail to the correspondence, an examination of which will sllow
that the passage in question can not have the significance which l\:Ir.
Blaine seeks to give to it, that the words omitted by me do not iu
reality affect the point at issue, and that the view which he takeR of
the attitude both of Great Britain and of the United States towards
the claim put forward by Russia in 1822 can not be reconciled with the
tenor of the dispatches.
It appears from the published papers that in 1799 the Emperor, Paul
I, granted by charter to the Russian -American Company the exclusive
right of hunting, trade, industries, and discoveries of new land on the
northwest coast of America, from. Behring's Strait to the fifty-fifth degree of north latitude, with permisRion to the company to exteud tlwir
discoveries to the south and to form establishments there, provided they
did not encroach upon the territory occupied by other powers.
The southern limit thus provisionally assigned to the company corresponds, within 20 or 30 miles, with that which was eventually agreed
upon as the boundary between the British and Russian possessions.
It comprises not only the whole American coast of Behring's Sea, but
a long reach of coast line to the south of the Alaskan peninsula as far
as the level of the southern portion of Prince of Wales' Island.
The charter, which was issued at a time of great European excitement, attracted apparently little attention at the moment and gave
rise to no remonstrance. It made no claim to exclusive jurisdiction
over the sea, nor do any meaRures appear to have been taken under it
to restrict the commerce, navigation, or fishery of the subjects of foreign
nations. But in September, 1821, the Russian Government issued a
fresh ukase, of which the provisious material to the preseut discussion
were as follows:

SECTION 1. The pursuits of commerce, whaling, and fishing, and of all other industry, on all islands, ports, and gulfs, inclndlng the whole of the northwest coast of
America, beginning from Behring's Rtrait to the 51st degree of northern latitude; also
from the Aleutian l~:;L1nds to the eastern cmtst of Siberia, as well as along the Knrile
Islands from Behring's Strait to the south cape of the Island of Urup, viz, to 45 ° 50 1
northern latitude, are exclusively granted to Russian subjects.
SEC. 2. It is therefore prohibited to all foreign vessels not only to land on the coasts
and islands belonging to Russia, as stated above, but also to approach them within
less than 100 Italian miles. The transgressor's vessel is subject to confiscation, along
with the whole cargo.

By this ukase the exclusive dominion claimed by Russia on the
American continent was pushed some 250 miles to the south a'3 far w~
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Vancouver Island, and notice was for the first time given of a claim to
maritime jurisdiction which was regarded both jn England and the
United States as extravagant, or, to use Lord Stowell's description of
it," very unmeasured and insupportable."
Upon receiving communication of the ukase the British and United
States' Governments at once objected both to the extension of the territorial claim and to the ajs sertion of maritime jurisdiction. For the
present I will refer only to the protest of the United StatefJ Govern ment. This was made in a note from Mr. John Quincy Adams, then
Secretary of State, to the Russian representative, dated the 25th February, 1822, which coutains tb~ollowing statement:
I am directed by the President of the United States to inform you that he has seen
with surprise in this edict the assertion of a territorial claim on the part of Russia
extending to the fifty-first. degree of north latitude on t,bis continent, and a regulation interdicting to all commercial vessels ot.ber than Russian, upon the penalty of
seizure and confiscation, the approach upon tbc high seas within 100 Italian miles of
the shores to which that claim is made to apply. Tho relations ofthe Uoited StaLes
with His Imperial Majesty have always been of the most ti·iemlly cbaracter, and it is
the eamest desire of this Government to preserve them in that s tate. lL wa!:l expected, berore any act which should define tho boundary between the tenitorie~
of the United States and Russia on t.bis co ntinent, that the same would have lwen
arranged by tt·eat.y between the parties To exclude the vessels of one citizens from
the shore, beyond tile ordinary distance to which the territorial jurisdiction extenfls,
has excited still greater surprise.
.
This ordmance affects so deeply the rights of the United States and of their citizens
that I am instructed to inquire whether yon are authorized to give explanations of
the grounds of right, upon principles generally recognized by the laws and usages of
nations, which can warrant the claims and regulations containt3d in it.

The Russian representative replied at lengtll, defending the territorial
claim on grounds of discovery, first occupation, and undisturbed posReRsion, and explaining the motive "which determined the Imperial
Government to prohibit foreign vessels from approaching the northwest
coasts of America belonging to Russia within the distance of at least 100
rtalian miles. This meaHure," he said, "howevee severe it may at first
view appear, is after all but a measure of preventiou." He went on to
say that it was adopted in order to put a stop to an illicit trade in arms
and ammunition with the natives, a.gainst wh·i~h the Russian Government had frequently rem(}nstrated; and further on he observed:
I ought, in the last place, to request yon to consider, sir, that the Russian possessions in the Pacific Ocean extend, on the northwest coas Lof America, from Behring's
Strait. to the fifty-first degree of north latitude, and on the opposite sido of Asia and
the islands adjacent, from the same strait to the fort.y -fifth degree. Tho extent of
sea of which th~se possessions form the limits comprehends all the conditiom'l which
are ordinarily attached to shu.t seas (' mers fermees'), and the Russian Government
might, consequently, judge itself authorized to exercise upon this sea tbe right of
sovereignty, and especially that of entirely interdicting the entrance of foreigners.
But it preferred only asserting its essential rights, wit.hout taking any advantage of
]ocalities.

To this Mr. Adams replied (30th March, 1822), pointing out that the
only ground given for the extension of the Russian territorial claim
was the establishment of a settlement, not upon the continent, but upon
a small island actually within the limits prescribed to the Russian
American Company in 1799, and be went on to say:
This pretension is to be considered not only with reference to the quet>tion of territorial right, but also to that prohibition to the vessels of other nations, including
those of the Umted States, to approach within 100 Italian miles of the coasts. Prom
the period of the existence of the United States as an independent nation their vessels have freely navigated those seas, and the right to navigate them is a part of that
independence.
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With regard to the suggestion that the Russian Government might have justified
the exercise of sovereignty over the Pacific Ocean as a close sea, because it claims
1erritory both on its American and Asiatic shores, it may suffice to say that the distance from shore to shore on this sea, in latitude 51° north, is not less than 90° of
longitude, or 4,000 miles.

The Russian representative replied to this note, endeavoring to prove
that the territorial rights of Russia on the northwest coast of America
were not confined to the limits of the concession granted to the Russian
American Company in 1799, and arguing that the great extent of the
Pacific Ocean at the fifty-first degree of latitude did-not invalidate the
right which Russia might have to consider that part of the ocean as
elosed. But he added that further discussion of this point was uauecessary, as the Imperial Government had not thought fit to take advantage of that right.
The correspondence then dropped for a time, to be resumed in the
following spring. But it is perfectly clear from the above that the
privileges granted to the Russian American Oompany in 179!J, whatever
effect that may have hacl as regards other Hussian subjects, did not
operate to exclude American vessels from any part of the coast, and that
the attempt to exclude them in 1821 was at once resisted. Further, that
tbe Russian Government had no idea of any distinction uetween Behring's Sea and the Pacific Ocean, which latter they considered as reaching southward from Behring's Straits. Nor throughout the whole of
the subsequent correspondence is there any reierence whatever on
either side to any distinctive name for Behring's Sea, or any intimation ·
that it could be considered otherwise thau as forming au integral part
of the Pacific Ocean.
I now come to the dispatch from l\fr. Adams to Mr. Middleton of the
22<1 of July, 1823, to which ref~rence bas beta e been made, and which
it will be necessary to quote somewhat at length. After authorizing
Mr. Middleton to enter upon a negotiation with the Russian ministers
concerning the diflerence:::; which bad arisen from the ukase of tlie 4th
(16th) September, 1821, l\lr. Adams continues:
From the tenor of the ukase, the pretensions of tho Imperial Government ex end
to an exclusive territorial jurisdiction from the forty-fifth degree of north latitude,
on the Asiatic coast, to the latitude of 51° north on the western coast of the American continent; and they assume the right, of interdicting the navigation and tho
fiAhery of all other nations to the extent of 100 miles from the whole of that coast.
The United States can admit no part of these claims. 'rheir right of navigation
and of fishing is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times,
after tho peace of 1783, throughout the whole extent-of the South~'~rn Ocean, subject
only to the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions, which,
so far as Russian rights are concerned, are confined to certain isJauds north of the
fifty-fifth degree of latitude, and have no existence on the continent of America.

Mr. Blaine has argued at great length to show that when Mr. Adams
used these clear and forcible expressions he did not mean what he
seemed to say; that when be stated that the United States "could
admit no part of these claims," he meant that they admitted all that
part of them which related to the coast north of the Aleutian Islands:
that when he spoke of the Southern Ocean, he meant to except Behring's
Sea; and tbat when he contended that the ordinary exceptions and
exclusio_ns of the territorial jurisdictions had no existence, so far as
Uussian rights were con cered, on the continent of America, he used the
latter term not in a geographical but in a " territorial" sense, and
tacitly excepted, by a very singular petitio principii, the Hussia.n possessions. In order to carry ont this theory, it is necessary for him also to
assume that the negotiators in the conrse of the discussions made indiscriminate use of the term "north weRt coa~t of America," with a variety
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of signillcation which he admits to be "confusing, and, at certain points,
apparently contradictory and irreconcilable."
The reputation of the American statesmen and diplomatists of that
day for caution and precision affords of itself strong argument against
such a view, and even if this had been otherwise, so forced a construction would require very strong evidence to confirm it. But a glance at
the rest of the dispatch and at the other papers will show that the
more simple interpretation of the words is the correct one. For Mr.
Adams goes on to say:
The correspondence betwePn M. Poletica and this Department contained no discussion of the principles or of the facts npon which he attempLed tlJe justification
of the imperial ukase. Tbis was purposely avoided ou onr part., under the expectation t.hat the Imperial Government could not fail, upon a review of the measure, to
revoke it altogether. It did, however, excite much public animadverson in this
country, as tlle ukase it,self had ttlreacly done in England. I inclose herewith tlle
North American Review for October, 1822, No. 37, which contains an article (page
370) written by n. person fnll.v master of the subject; and for the view of it taken in
England I refer yon to the fifty-second number of the Quarterly Review, the article
upon Lieutenant Kotzebue's voyages. From the article in the North American Review it will be seen that the rights of discovery, of occnpancy, and of uucontestetl
possession alleged by M. Poletica are all without founda.tion in fact. * * *

On reference to the last-mentioned article, it will he found that the
writer states that:
A trade to the northwestern coast of America aml the free navigation of the waters
1hat wash its shores hn.ve been enjoyed aH n. common right by subjects of the UnitNl
StaLeH and of several Enrop ean powers without interruption for nearl) forty years.
\Ve are by no means prepared to believe or admit that all this has been ou snffera.uce
merely, and that the 1·ights of commet·ce and navigation in that region have been
vested in Russia alone.
7

Further on be puts the question in the following manner (the italics
itJre bis own):
It is not, we appreh end, whether Russia has any settlements that give her territorial claims on the continent of Amei·ica. This we do not deny. But it is whethm·
the location of those settlements mul the discomwies of their narigat01·s m·e such as they an:
rep1·esented to be j whether they ent·i tled her to the excl·usive possession of tile whole tm·riiM'Y
uorth of 51° and to sovP.reignty ove1' the Pacific Ocean beyond that parallel.

These pa~~ages sufficie11tly illustrate Mr. Adams's meaning, if any
evidence he required that he used plain language in its ordinary sense.
Clearly he meaut to deny that the Russian settlements or discoveries
gave Russia any claim as of right to exclude the navigation or fishery
of other 11ations from any part of the seas on the coast of America, and
that ller rights in this respect were limited to the territorial waters of
certain islands of which she was in permanent and complete occupation.
Having distinctly laid clown this proposition as regarrls the rights of
tlle case, Mr. Adams went on to state what the United States were
ready to agree to as a matter of conventional arrangement. He said:
vVith regard to the territorial claim separate from the right of traffic with the
natives and from any system of colonial exclusions, we are willing to agree to the
boundary line within which the Emperor, Paul, had granted exclusive privileges to
tlle Russim1-American Company, that is to say, latitude 550.
If the Russian Government apprehend serious inconvenience from the illicit traffic
of foreigners with their settlements on the northwest coast, it may be effectually
guarded against by stipulations similar to those a draft of which is herewith subj_oine~, an~ to which you are authorized, on the part of the United States, to agree.

The draft convention was as fo1lows :
DRAirT OF TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND RUSSIA.

ARTICLE I. In order to st,rcngtheu t.he bondH of frien,lsl!ip, and to preRerve in future
a perfect harmony and goo(l understatulin~ between the cout.ra<'ting parlieR, it is
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ngrced tlHtt their respective citizens and subjects slwll not be distnrbed or molested,
either in navigating or in carrying on their tisheries in the Pacific Ocean or in the
South Seas, or in landing on the coasts of those seas, in places not already occupied,
for the purpose of carrying on their commerce with the natives of the country, subject, nevertheless, to the restrictions and provisions specified in the ti·o following
articles.
ART. II. To the end that the navigation and fishery of the citizens and subjects of
the contracting parties, respectively, in the Pacific Ocean or in the South Seas may
not be made a pretext for illicit trade with their respective settlements, it is agreed
that the citi'zens of the United States shall not land on any part of the coast actually
occupied by Russian settlements, unless by permission of the ,governor or commander
1 hereof, and that Russian subject,s sha11, in like manner, be interdicted from landing
without permission at any settlement of the United States on the said northwest
coast.
ART. III. It is agreed that no settlement shall be made hereafter un the northwest
coast of America by citizens of the United States, or under their authority, north, nor
by Hussian subjects, or under the authority of Russia, south, of the 55th degree of
110rtb latitude.

In an explanatory dispatch to Mr. Rush, the American minister in
I.ondon, same date, Mr. Adams says:
'fhe right of carrying on trade with the natives throughout the northwest coast
they (the United States) can not renounce. With the Russian settlementA at Kodiak,
or at New Archangel, they may fairly claim the advantage of a free trade, baving so
long enjoyed it unmolested, and because it bas been and would continue to be as advantageons at least to those settlt>ments as to them. But they will not contest tlle
right of Russia to prohibit the traffic, as strictly confined to the Russian settlement
i t,self, aud not extending to the original natives of the coast. * * *

It is difficult to conceive how the ter_m ''northwest coast of America,"
nsed l1ere and elsewhere~ can ue interpreted otherwise than as applying
to the northwest coast of America generally, or how it can be seriously
eontended that it was meant to denote only the more westerly portion,
cxclnrling the more northwesterly part, because by becoming a RusRian possession this latter had ceased to belong to the American contitwnt.
:Mr. Blaine states that when Mr. Middleton declared that Russia had
no right of exclusion on the coasts of America between the fiftieth and
sixtieth degrees of north latitude, nor in the seas which washed those
coasts, he intended to make a distinction between Behring's Sea and
the Pacific Ocean. But upon reference to a map it will be seen that
the sixtieth degree of north latitude strikes straight across Behring's
Sea, leaving by far the larger and more important part of it to the
south, so that I confess it appears to me that by no conceivable construction of his words can Mr. Middleton be supposed to have excepted
that sea, from those which he declared to be free.
With regard to the construction which Mr. Blaine puts upon the
treaty between the United States and Russia of the 17th April, 1824-, I
will only say that it is, as far as I am aware, an entirely novel one, that
there is no trace of its having been known to the various publicists who
have given an account of the controversy in treaties on internatiom,l
law, and that it is cont.rary, as I shall show, to that which the British
negotiators placed on tbe treaty when they adopted the first aud secon<l
articles for insertion in the Brit,i sh treaty of the 28th February, 1825.
1 must furtl1er dissent from his interpretation of Article VII of the latter treaty. That article gives to tbe vesselR of the two powers ''liberty
to frequent all the inland seas, gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast
mentioned in Article Ill for the purpose of fishing and of trading with
the natives." The expression "coast mentioned in Article III" can
only refer to the first words of the article: "The line of demarcation between the possessions of the high contracting parties upon the coast of
the continent and the island of America to the northwest shall be drawn,"
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etc., That i~ to say, it iue1 uded all 'the po~sessiom; of the two powers on
the northwest coast of America. For there would have been no sense
whatever in stipulating that Russian vessels should have freedom of
access to the small portion of coast which, by a Jater part of the article,
is to belong to Russia. And as bearing 011 this point it will be noticed
thatAtrticle VI, which bas a more restricted bearing, speaks only of'' the
subjects of His Britannic Majesty" and of" the line of coa.st described in
Article III."
The stipulations of tlw treaty were formally renewed by articles in~
serted in the geueral treaties of commerce between Great Britain and
Russia of 1843 and 18J9. But ~Jr. Blaine states thatThe rights of the Russian-American Company which, under both ukases, included
the sovereignty over the sea to the extent of 100 miles from the shores, were re~
served by special clause in a separate and special article signed after the principal
articles of the treaty had been concluded and signed.

Upon this I have to observe, in the first place, that the ukase of 1799
did not contain any mention what~ver of sovereignty over the sea; sec~
ondly, that the context of t1Je separate article is such as altog·ether to
preclude the interpretation that it was meant to recognize the objee~
tionable claim contained iu the ukase of 1821. I will quote the article at
length:
SEPARATE ARTICLE II.

It is understood in like manner that the exceptions, immunities, and privileges
hereinafter mentioned shall not be considered as at variance with the principle of
t·eciproeity which forms the basis of the treaty of this date, that is to say:
1. 'fhe exemption from navigation dues during the first three years which is eu~
joyed by vessels built in Rnssia and belonging to Russi:tn subjects.
2. The exemptions of the like nature granted in the Russian ports of tbe Black Sea,
the sea of Azof, and the Danube to such Turkish vessel~; arriving from ports of t.he
Ottoman Empire situated on the Black Sea as do not exceed 80 lasts burden.
3. The permission granted to the inhabitants of the coast of the Government of
Archangel to import duty free, or on pa_yment of moderate duties, into ports of the
saill government dried or salted fish, as likewise certain kinds of furs, aml to expo1·t
therefrom, in the same manner, corn, rope and cordage, pitch, and raveuscluck.
4. The privilege of the Rnssian~American Company.
5. The privilege of the steam navigation companies of Lubeck ancl Havro; lastly,
6. The immunities granted in Russia to certain English companies, called "yacht
clubs."

•

To suppose that under the simple words '" the privilege of the Rus~
sian-American Company," placed in connection with the privilege of
French and German steam navigation companies and the immunities
of yacht clubs, it was intended to acknowledge a claim of jurisdiction
against which Her Majesty's Government had formally protested as
contrary to international law, and which it had avowedly been one of
the main objects of the treaty of 1825 to extinguish, is a suggestion
too improbable to require any lengthened discussion.
But Her Majesty's Goveruwent did not of course agree to the article
without knowing what was the Pxac.t nature of the privileges thus excepted from reciprocity. They had received from the Russian ambas~
sador, in December 1842, an explanatory memorandum. on this subject,
of which the following is the portion relating to the Russian~American
Company:
IV.
La Compagnie Russe-Americaine a le privilege cl'expAdier francs de droits: de
Cronstadt autour dn moucle ct cl'Ocbot.sk dans les Colonies Rnsses, les prodnits
Russes ainsi que les marchand iscs €traugcres dont les droits ont deja ete preleves;
. de m6me d'importer au retour de ces ()olouies Jes cargaisous de pelleteries et d'antres
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produits de ces Colonies, sans payer aucun droit si d'apres los lois generales il n'cst
pas etabli d'imp6t particnlier interieur sur les marchandises de peUeterie.
Obst?·vation.-D'apres le Tarif en vignt·ur, !'importation des fourrures dans les ports
de St.-Petersboug et d' Archangel, de production Russe et sur des vaisseaux Russes,
est admise sans droits.

It is surely incredible that if the privilege of the l{ussian-American
Company did comprise a right of excluding vessels from approachingwithin 100 miles of the shore it should not even have been alluded to
in this explanation.
Nor is it possible to agree in Mr. Blaine's view that the exclusion of
foreign vessels for a distance of 100 mile~ from the coast remained in
force peJ\ding the negotiations and in so far as it was not modified by
the conventions. A claim of jurisdiction over the open sea 7 which i~
not in accordance with the recognized principles of international law or
usage, may of course be asserted by force, but can not be said to have
au~7 legal Yalidity as agaiu~t tbe vessels of other countries, except in
so far as it is positively admitted by conventional agreements with
those countries.
I do not suppose that it is necessary that I should argue at lengih
upon so elementary a point as that a claim to prohibit the vessels of
other nations from approaching within a distance of 100 miles from the
coast is contrary to modern international usage. Mr. Adams and Mr.
Uauning clearly thought in 1823 that the matter was beyond doubt or
discussion.
The rule which was recognized at that time, and which has been generally admitted both bi publicists and governments, limits the jurisdiction of a country in the open sea to a distance of 3 miles from its
eoasts, this having been considere(l to be the range of a cannon shot
when the principle was adopted.
Wheaton, who may be regarded as a contemporary authority, equally
respected in Europe and . .A_merica, says:
The maritime territory of every State extends to the ports, barbors, bays, mouthH
of rivers, and adjacenL parts of tbe sea inclosell by headlands belonging to the same
State. The general usage of nations superadds to tbis extent of territorial jurisdiction a distance of a marine league, or as far as a cannon shot will reach from tho shore
along all the c0asts of the State.

And again:
The rule of law on tbis tmbject is ter1·w dominium flnitm· ubi flnitur armorum 1Jis; and
since the iotrodnctiou of fire-arms that distance has mmally been recognized to bo
about :3 miles from the shore.

Chancellor Kent, who is inclined to advocate a more extended limit,
still admits thatAccording to the current of modern authority, the general territorial jurisdiction
extends into the sea as far as cannon-shot will reach, and no farther; and this is
generally calculated to be a marine league.

Calvo, one of the most recent text write.J;s, makes a corresponding
statement:
Les limites juridictionnelles d'un Etat embrassent non seulement SOil territoire,
lllais encore les eaux qui le traverseut ou Fentourent, les ports, les baies, les golfes,
les embouchures des :fleuves et les mers enclavees dans son 1erritoire. L'usage g6n6ral des nations permet egalemeut aux Etats d'exercer leur juridiction sur la zone
maritime jusq'ua 3 milles marins ou ala portee tle cannon de leur::> c6tes.

But I need scarcely appeal to any other authority than that of the
United States Govermm.. nt itself.
In a note to the Spanish minister, dated- the 16th December, lo62,
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on the subject of the Spanish claim to a 6-mile limit at sea, Mr. Seward
stated:*
A third principle bearing on the subject is also well established, namely, that this
exclusive sovereignty of a nation-thus abridging the universal liberty of the seasextends no farther than the power of the nation to maintain it by force, stationed on
the coast, extends. This principle is tersely expressed in the maxim "terrce dorninium
finitur ubifinitur armorum viB."
But it must always be a matter of uncertainty and dispute at what point the force
of arms, exerted on the coast, can actually reach. 'rhe publicists rather advanced
towards than reached a solution when they laid down the rule that the limit of the
force is the range of a cannon baH. The mnge of a cannon ball is shorter or longer
according to the circumstances of project.ion, and it must be always liable to change
with t.he improvement of the science of ordnance. Such uncertainty upon a point of
jurisdiction or sovereignty would be productive of many and endless controversies
and conflicts. A more practical limit of national jurisdiction upon the high seas was
indispensably necessary, and this was found, as the undersigned thinks, in fixing the
limit at 3 miles from the coast. This limit was early proposed by the publicists of
all maritime nations. While it is not insisted that all nations havo accepted or acq niesced aud bound them~elves to abide by this rule \vhen applied to themselves, yet
three points involved in the subject are insisted upon by the United States:
1. That this limit has been generally recognized by nations;
2. That no other general rnle has been accflpted; anf1
3. That if any State bas succeeded in fixing for itself a larger limit, i.his has been
done by the exercise of maritime power, and constitutes an except.ion to the ~encra.l
understanding wh1ch fixes the range of a cannon shot (when it is made the test of
jurisdiction) at 3 miles. So generally is this rule accepted,.that writers commonly
use the expressions of a range of cannon shot and 8 miles as equivalents of each other.
In other cases, they use the latter expression as a substitute for the former.

And in a later communication on the samt- subject of the lOth August, 1863, he observes :
Nevertheless, it can not be admitted, nor indeed is Mr. Tassara understood to claim~
that the mere assertion of a sovereign, by an act of legislation however solemn, can
have the effect to establish and fix its external maritime jurisdiction. His right to
a jurisdiction of 3 miles is derived, not from his own decree, bnt from the law of nations, and exists, even though he may never ave proclaimed or asserted it by any
decree or declaration whatsoever. He can not, by a mere decree, extend the limit
and fix it at 6 miles, because, if he could, ho could in the same manner and upon
motives of interest, ambition, or even upon caprice, :fix it at 10, or 20, or 50 miles
without the consent or acquiescence of other powers which have a common right,
with himself in the freedom of all t.he oceans. Such a pretension could never be successfully or rightfully maintained.

The same principles were laid down in a note addressed to Sir E.
Thornton by Mr. Fish, then Secretary of State, on the 22d January,
1875. Mr. Fish there stated:
We have ai.ways understood and asserted that pursuant to public law no nation
can rightfully claim jurisdiction at sea beyond a marine league from the coast.

He then went on to explain the only two exceptions that were apparently known to him so far as the United States were concerned: Certain revenue laws which admitted the boarding of vessels at a distance
of 4 leagues from the coast, which, he said, harl never bPen so applied
in practice as to give rise to Ct)mp1aint on the part of a for0ign government; and a treaty between the United States and Mexico of 1848, in
which the boundary line between the two Stat<'s was described as beginning in the Gulf of Mexico 3 leagues from land. As regards this
stipulation, he observed that it b:;td been explained at the time that it
could only affect the rights of Mexico and the United States, and was
never intended to trench upon the. rig·hts of Great Britain or of any
other power under the law of nations.
It would seem, therefore, that Mr. Fish was entirely unaware of the
exceptional jurisdiction in Behring's Sea, which is now said to have
*Wharton's Interuational Law Digeflt, vol. i, §·32.
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been conceded by the United States to Russia from 1823 to 1867, transferred to the United States, so far as the American coast was concerned,
only eight years before be wrote, and which would presumably be still
acknowledged by them as belonging to Russia on the Asiatic shore. I
mm;t suppose that when Mr. Blaine states that ''both the United
States and (:treat Britain recognized, respected, obeyed" the ukase of
18.21, in so far as it affected Behring's Sea, he has some evidence to go
upon in regard to the conduct of ltis country which is unknown to the
world at large, and which be bas not as yet produced. But I must be
allowed altogether to deny that the attitude of Great Britain was such
as he represents, or that she ever admitted by act or b.r sufferance the
extraordinary claim cf maritime jurisdiction -which that ukase contained.
The inclosed copies of correspondence, extracted from the archives
of this office, make it very difficult to believe that Mr. Blaine has not
been altogether led into error. It results from them tltat not only did
Her Majesty's Government formally protest agaiust tbe ukase on its
first jssue as contrary to the acknowledged law of nations, but that the
Hussian Government gave a verbal assurance that the claim of jurisdiction .,vould not be exercised. In t.lw subsequent negotiations great
iruportauce was attaclled to obtaining a more formal disavowal of the
claim in the rnannoc least hurtful to Russian susceptibilities but· so as
effectually to preclude its revintl. And this security the British Government undoubte{lly considered tllat both they and the United States
had obtained by the convent,i ons of 1824 and 1825.
Upon this point the instructions given by Mr. George Canning to
Mr. Stratford Canning, when the latter was nameu plenipotentiary to
negotiate the treaty of 1825, havt~ a material bearing.
Writing under date of the 8th December, 1824, after giving a summary of the negotiations up to that date, he goes on to sayIt is comparatively indifferent to us whether we hasten or postpone all questions
respecting the Umits of territorial possession on t,he contiw"nt of America, but the
pretensions of the Russian ukase of 1821, to exclusive dominion over the Pacific,
could not continue longer unrepealed without compelling us to take ~>ome mcatmre of
public and cffectnal remonstrance against it.
You wHl, therefore, take care in the first instance to repress any attempt to give
tlJ is change to the character of the negotiation, and will declare, without reserve,
that the point to which alone the solicitude of the British Government and the
jealousy of the British nation attach any great importance is the doing away (in a
manner as little disagreeable to Russia as possible) of the effect of the ukase of 1821.
That this uka'Se is not acted upon, and that instructions have long ago been sent
IJy the Russian Government to their cruisers in the Pacific to suspend the execution
of its provisions is true, but a private disavowal of a published claim is no security
against the revival of that f.llaim; the suspension of the execution of a principle may
be perfectly compatible with the continued maintenance of the principle itself.

The right of the subjects of His Majesty to navigate freely in the Pacific can nvti
be held as a matter of indulgence from any power. Having once heen publicly questioned it must be publicly acknowledged.
We do not desire that any distinct reference should be made to the ukase of 1821,
1ut we do feel it necessary that the statement of our right should be clear and positive, and that it should stand forth in the convention in the place which properly
belongs to it as a plain and substantive stipulation, and not be brought in as an incidental consequence of other arrangements to which we attach comparatively little
importance.
This stipulation stands in the grant of the convention concluded between Russia
and the United States of America, and w'e see no reason why, upon similar claims, we
siwuld not obtain exactlv the like satisfaction.
For reasons of the same nature we can not consent that the liberty of navigation
through Behring's Strc1its should be stated in the treaty as a boon from Russia.
The tendency of such a statement wou]j be to give countenance to thQ~~ ((l~im.s, of
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exclusive jurisdiction against which we, on our own behalf and on that of the whole
civilized world, protest.

*

*

*

It will of course strike the Russian plenipotentiaries that, by the adoption of the
American article respecting navigation, etc., tlw provision for an exclusive fishery of
2leagues from the coasts of our respective possessions falls to the ground.
. But the omission is, in truth, immaterial.
•
The law of nations assigns the exclusive sovereignty of 1 league to each power ofl
its own coasts without any specified stipulation, and t.hou~h Sir Charles Bagot was
authorized to sign the convention wHh the specific stipulation of 2 leagues in
ignorance of what had been decided in t!Je American convention at the time, yet after
that convention has been some months uefore the world, and after the opportunit.y of
reconsideration has been forced upon us by the act of Russia herself, we can not now
consent, in negotiating de novo, to a stipulation which, while it is absolutely unimportant to a.ny practical good, would appear to establish a contract between the
United States aud us to our disadvantage.

Mr. Stratford Canning, in his dispatcll of the
closing the convention as signed, says:

1~t

March, 1825, in-

With respect to Behring's Straits I am happy to have it in my power to assure you,
on the joint authority of the Russian plenipotent.iaries, that the Emperor of Russia
has no intention whatever of maintaining any exclusive claim to the navigation of
these straits or of the seas to the nort.h of them.

These extracts show conclusively (1) that England refused to admit
any part of the Russia!! claim asserted. by the uk.ase of 1821 to a maritime jurisdiction and exclusive right of fishing throughout the whole
extent of that claim, from Behring's Straits to the fifty-first parallel;
(2) that the convention of 1825 was regarded on both sides as a rennnciation on the part of Hussia of that claim in its entirety, and (3) that
though Behring's Straits was known and specifically provided for, Behring's Sea was not known lJy that mune, but was regarded as vart of
the Pacific Ocean.
The answer, tllerefore, to the questions with which Mr. Blaine concludes his dispatch is that Her M~jesty's Government have always
claimed the freedom of navigation and fishing in the waters of Bell ring's
Sea outside the usual territorial limit of 1 marine league from the coast;
that it is impossible to admit that a public right to fish, catch se<tls, or
pursue any other lawful occupation on the high seas can be held. to be
abandoned by a nation from the mere fact tllat for a certain nnmber of.
years it bas not suited the subjects of that nation to exercise it.
It must be remembered that British Columbia has uome into existence
as a colony at a comparativeJ.y recent date, and that the first considerable influx of population, some thirty years ago, was due to the discovery of gold, and diu not tend to an immediate development of tlle
shipping interest.
I have to request that you will communicate a copy of this dispatch,
and of its inclosures, to Mr. Blaine. You will state that Her Majesty's
Government have no desire whatever to refuse to the United Stutes
any jurisdiction in J?ebring's Sea which was conceded by Great Britain
to Russia, and which properly accrues tot be present possessors of Alaska
in virtue of treatits or tlle law oi nations; aud that if the United States
Government, after examination of the evidence and arguments which I
have produced, still differ from them as to the legality of the recent
captures in that sea, they are ready to agree that the question, with the
issues that depend upon it, ~hould be referred /to impartial arbitration.
You will in that case be authorized to consider, in concert with l\lr.
Blaine, the method of proo~dure to be followed.
I have, etc.,
SALISBURY.

H.Ex. 33-9
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Linclosure l.j

Lord Londondm·ry to Oo·u nt Li6ve-n.
FOREIGN OFFICE, January 18, 1822.
The undersigned has the honor hereby to acknowledge the note addressed to him
by Baron de Nicolai, of the 12th November last, covering a copy of an ukase issued
by His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of all t,he Rnssias, and bearing date the 4th September, ltl21, for various purposes therein set forth, et'!pecially connected with tbe
territorial rights of his Crown on the north western coast of America bordering upon
the Pacific and the commerce and navigation of His Imperial Majesty's subjects in
the seas adjacent thereto.
This document, containing regulations of great extent and importance, both in its
territorial and maritime bearings, llas been considered with the utmost attention and
with those favorable sentiments which His Majesty's Government always bea.rs towards the acts of a State with which His Majesty has the satisfa.ction t.o feel himself
connected by the most intimate ties of friendship and alliance, and having ueen referred for the report of those high legal authorities whose duty it is to advise His
Majesty on such matters, the undersigned is directed, till such friendly explanations
can take place between the two governments as may ouviatemisunderstanding upon
so delicate and important a poiut, to make such provisional p1·otest against the enactments of the said ukase as may fully serve to save the rights of His Majesty's
Crown, and may protect the persons and properties of His Majesty's subjects from
molestation in the exercise of their lawful callings in that quarter of the globe.
The undersigned is commanded to acquaint Count Lieven that, it being the King's
constant desire to respect and cause to be respected by his subjects, in the fullest manner, the Emperor of Russia's just rights, His Majesty will be ready to enter into amicable explanations upon the interests affected by this instrument in such manner as
may be most ac?eptaule to His l~perial M?jesty.
.
In the mean time, upon the subJect of this uk'ase generally, and especially upon the
two main principles of claim laid down therein, viz, an exclusive sovereignty alleged
to belong to Russia over the territories therein described, as also the exclusive right
of navigating and trading within the martime limits therein set forth, His Britannic
Majesty must be understood as hereby reserving all his rightH, not being prepared to
admit that thf' intercourse which is allowed on the face of this instrument to have
hitherto subsisted on those coasts and in those seas t.lan be deemed to be illicit; or
that the ships of friendly powers, even supposing an unqualified sovereignty was
proved to appertain to the Imperial Crown, in these vast and very imperfectly occupied territories could, by the acknowledged law of nations, be excluded from navigating within the distance of 100 Italian miles, as therein laid down, from the coast,
the exclusive dominion of which is assumed (but as His Majesty's Government conceive in error) to belong to His Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of all the Russias.
LONDONDERRY.
[Inclosure 2.]

Memorandum by the Duke of Wellington.-(September 11, 1822.)
In the course of a conversation which I had yesterday with Count Lieven, he informed that he had been directed to give verbal explanations of the ukase respecting
the northwestern coast of America. These explanations went, he said, to this, that
the Emperor did not propose t o carry into execut.ion the ukase in its extended sense;
that His Imperial Majesty's ships had been directed to cruise at the shortest possible
qistance from the shore ir,. order to supply the natives wir.h ai"ms and ammunition,
and in order to warn ~ll vessels that that was his lmpedal Majesty's dominion, and
that His Imperial Majesty had besides given directions to his minister in the United
§tates to a~re13 qpon a treaty of limits with the United States.

[Inclosure 3.]

Mr. G. Oamning to the Duke of Wellington.
FOREIGN OFFICE, September 27, 1822.
MY LORD DUKE: Your grace IS already in possession of all that has p<1>ssed, both
here and at St,. Petersburg, on the subject ofthe issue, in September of last year, by
the Emperor of Russia, of an ukase, indirectly asserting an exclusive right of soverejgnty from Behring's Stnl-its to the fifty-first degree of nortl:t latitude on the we&t
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coast of America, and to the forty-fifth degree north on the opposite coast of Asia,
and (as a qualified exercise of that right) prohibiting all foreign ships, under pain of
confiscation, from approaching wilhin 100 Italian miles of those coasts. This ukase
having been communicated by Baron Nicolai, the Russian charge d'affaires at this
court, to His Majesty's Government, was forthwith submitted to the legal authorities
whose duty it is to advise His Majesty on such matters, and a note was in consequence addressed by the late Marquis of Londonderry to Count Lioven, t,he Russian
ambassador, and also communicated to His Majesty's ambass<~.dor at St. Petersburg,
protesting against the enactments of the said ukase, and requesting such amicable
explanations as might tend to reconcile the pretensions of Russia in that q narter of
the globe with the just rights of His Majesty's Crown and the interests of his subjects.
As such explanations will prohably be offered to JOUr grace dnring the conferences
ahout to take place at Vienna, I hasten to signify to you the King's commands as to
the language which you will hold on the part of His Majesty npon t,his suhject.
The opinions given in November and December last by Lord Stowell and hy His
Majesty's advocate-general (copies of which are already in your possession) wilJ furnish you with the best legal arguments in opposition to the pretensions put forward
in the TI.ussian ukase; aud as in both these opinions much stress is very properly
laid upon the state of actual occupation of the territories claime<l by Russia, aud the
different periods of time at which they were so occupied, I have obtained from the
governor of the principal company of His Majesty's subjects trading in that part of
the world the information of which yonr grace will find in the iuclo5ed papers.
That information will enable you sufficiently to prove to the Russian minister not
only that the point of prior discovery may be fairly disputed with Rnssia, but tha,t
the much more certain title of actual occupation by the agents aud the trading
servants of the Hudson's Bay Company extends at this moment to many degrees of
higher latitude on the northwest coast of America than is claimed as the territory of
Russia by the ukase in question.
Enlightened statesmen and jurists have long held as insignificant all titles of territory that are not founded on actual occupation, and that title is, in the opinion of
the most esteemed writers on public law, to be established only by practical use.
With respect to the other points in the ukase which have the efl'ect of extending
the territorial rights of Russia over the adjacent, seas to the unpreceJented distance
of 100 miles from the line of coast, and of closing a hitherto unobstructed passage, at
the present moment the object of important discoveries for the promotion of general
commerce and navigation, these pretensions are considered by the best legal authorities as positive innovations on the rights of navigation; as such they can receive
no explanation from further discussion, nor can by possibility be justified. Common
usage, which has obtained the force of law, has indeed assigned to coasts and shores
an accessorial boundary to a short limit.ed distance for the purposes of protection and
general convenience, in no manner interfering with the rights of others and not obstructing the freedom of general commerce and navigation. But this important
qualification the extent of the present claim entirely excludes, and when such a prohibition is, as in the present case, apr lied to a long line of coasts a11d also to intermediate islands in remote seas, where navigatiOn is beset with innumerahle and unforseen difficulties and where the principal emplOyment of the fisheries must be pursned under circ11mstances which are incompatible with the prescribed courses, all
particular considerations concur, in an especial manner, with the general principle
in repelling such a pretension as an encroachment on the freedom of navigation and
the unalienable rights of all nations.
I have, indeed, the satisft,ction to believe, from a conference which I have had
with Count Lieven on this matter, that upon these two points-the attempt to shut
up ihe passage altogether, and the claim of exclusive dominion to so enormous a distance from the coast-the Russian Gove~nment are prepared entirely to waive their
pretensions. The only effort that has been made to justify the latter claim was by
reference to an article in the treaty of Utrecht, which assigns 30 leagues from the
coast as the distance of prohibition. But to this argument it is sufficient to answer
that the assumption of such a space was, in the instance quoterl, by stipulation in a
treaty, and one to which, therefore, the party to be affected by it had (whether
wisely or not) given its deliberate consent. No inference could be drawn from that
transaction in favor of a claim by authority against all the world.
I have little doubt, therefore, but that the public notification of the claim to consider the portions of the ocean included between the adjoining coasts of America and
the Russian Empire as a mare claus·um, and to extend the exclusive territorial jurisdiction of Rus~ia to 100 Italian u..i.les from the coast, will be publicly recalled ; and I
have the King's commands to instruct your grace further to reqnire of the Rnssian
minister (on the ground of the facts and reasonings furnished in this dispatch and
its inclosures) that such a portion of territory alone shall be defined as belonging to
Russia as shall not interfere with the rights and act11al possessions of His Majesty'R
rmbjects in North America.
I am, etc.,
GltO. CANNING.
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Memorandum on Russian Ukase of 1821.
ln the month of September Hl21 His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Rns!'Jia issued
an Ukase asserting the existence in the Crown of Russia of an exclusive right of
sovereignty in lobe countries extending from Behring's Straits to the fifty-first degree
of north latitude on the west coast of America, and to the forty-fifth degreo of north
latitude on the opposite coast of Asia; and, as a qualified exercise of that right. of
sovereignty, prohibiting all foreign vessels from approaching witbin one hundred
Italian miles of those coasts.
After this Ukase had been submitted by the King's Government to those legal authorities whose duty it is to advise His Majesty on such matters, a note was addressed
by the late Marquis of Londonderry to Count Lieven, the Russian Ambassador, protesting against the enactments of this Ukase, and request:ng such amicable explanations as might tend to reconcile the !)retensions of Russia in t,hat quarter of the globe
with the just rights of His Majesty's Crown and the interests of hi8 subjects.
We object., first, to the claim of sovereignty as set forth in this Ukase; and, secondly, to the mode in which it is exercised.
The best writers on the laws of nations do not attribute the exclusive sovereignty,
particularly of continents~ to those who have first discovered them; and although
we might on good grounds dispute with Russia the priority of discovery of these continents, we contend that the much more easily proved, more conclusive, and more
certain title of occupation and use ought to decide the claim of sovereignty.
Now, we can prove that the English North-West Company and the Hudson's Bay
Company have for many years established forts and other trading-stations in a conntry called New Caledonia, situated to the west of a range of mountains called Rocky
Mount.ains; and extending along the shores of the PacifiQ Ocean from latitude 490 to
latitude 600.
This Company likewise possess factories and other establishments on Mackenzie's
River, which falls into the Frazer River as far north as latitude 66° 30', from whence
they carry on trade with the Indians inhabiting the countries to the west of that·
river, and who, from the nature of the country, can communicate with Mackenzie's
River with more facility than they can with the posts in New Caledonia. Thus, in
opposition to the claims founded on discovery, the priority of which, however, we
conceive we might fairly dispute, we have the indisputable claim of occupancy and
use for a series of years, which all the best writers on the laws of nations admit is
the best-founded claim..for territory of this description. Objecting, as we do, to this
claim of exclusive sovereignty on the part of Russia, I might save myself the
trouble of discussing the particular mode of its exercise as set forth in this Ukas~.
But we object to the sovereignty proposed to be exercised under this Ukase not less
than we do to the claim of it. We cannot admit th!:} right of any power possessing
the sovereignty of a country to exdude the vessels of others from the seas on itt>
coasts to the distance of 100 Italian miles. We must object likewise to the arrangements contained in the said Ukase conveying to private merchant ships the right to
search in time of peace, etc., which are quite contrary to the laws and usages of
nations and to the practice of modern times.
WELLINGTON.
VERONA, Uctober 17,1822.
To Count NESSELRODE.
[Inclosure 5.-M6moire ConfidentiaL]

Count Nessel1·ode to the Duke of Wellington.
YERONE, le 11 (23) Novembre, 1822.
Le Cabinet de Russia a pris en mfl.re consideration le Memotre Coufidentiel queM.
le Due de Wellington lui a remis le 17 Octobre dernier, relativement aux mesures
adoptees par Sa Majeste l'Empereur, sons la date ilu (4) 16 Septembre, 1821, pour
determiner l'etendue des possessions Russes sur la cl'lte nord-ouest de I'Amerique, et
pour interdire aux vaisseaux etrangers !'approche de ces possessions jusqu'a Ja distance de 100 milles d'ltalie.
Les ouvertnres faites a ce sujet au Gouveruement de Sa Majeste Britanuiq ue par le
Comte de Lieven au moment oil cette Ambassadeur allait quitter Loudres doivent
deja avoir prouve que l'opinion que le Cabinet de St. James avait convne des mesnres
dont il s'agit n'etait point fondee sur une appreciation entierement exacte des vues
de Sa Majeste Imperiale.
La Russie est loin de mecounaitre que l'usage et !'occupation constituent la plus
soli de des titres d'apres losquels un Etat puisse reclamer des droits de sou verainet6 stir
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nne portion qnelconqne du continent. La Russie est plus loin encore u1avoir voulu
outrepasser arbitrairemeut les limites que ce titre assigne a ses domaiue8 sur la c6te
nord-ouest de !'Amerique, Oll eriger eu principe general de droit maritime les reglcs
qu'uue uecessite purement locale l'avait obligee de poser pour la navigation etraugere dans le voisinage de la partie de cette c6te qui lui appartient.
C,etait au contraire parce qu'elle regardait ces droits de souverainete comrne legitimes, et parce que des considerations imperieuses tenant a !'existence me me du commerce qu'elle fait dans les parages de la cote nord-ouest de l' AmeriqtB, 1a for~mient
a etablir Ull systerne de precautions devenues indispensables, qu'ello a fait paraitre
l'oukase du (4) 16 Septcmbre, 1821.
La Russie serait toujours prete a faire part · des motifs qui en justifient les dispositions; mais pour le moment elle se bornera aux observations suivantes :M. le Due de Wellington affirme, dans sou Memoire Confitleutiel du 17 Octobre, qne
des etablissements Anglais, appartenant a deux Compagnies, celle de ht Br1ye de lindson et celle du Nord-Ouest, se sont formes dans une con tree appelt'5e la Nouvelle Caledonie, qui s'eteud le long de la c6te de !'Ocean Pacifique, de puis le 49 6 j usqu' au 60 6
degre de latitude septent.rionale.
La Russie ne parlera point des etablissements qui peuvent exister-entre le 49 6 et le
Gl 6 parallele; maisquant aux autres, el\e n'hesite pas de convt•.nir qu'Plle en ignore
jusqu'apresentl existence, pour an taut aumoins qu' ils toucheraient l'Ocean Pacifique.
Les cartes Anglaises meme les plus recentes et les plus detaillees u'indiquent absolument aucnne des stations de commerce mentionnees dans le Memoire du 17 Octobre,
sur la c6te meme del' Amerique, entre le 5le et le 60 6 degre de latitude septentrionale.
D'ailleura, depui8les expeditions de Behring et de Tchirikotl', c'est-a-dire depnis
pres d'nn siecle, des etablissements Russes ont pris, a partir du 60e degre, une ~xten
sion progressive, qui des l'annee 1799 les avait fait parvenir jusqu'an 55e para.llele,
comme le porte la premiere charte de la Compagnie .Russe-Americaine, charte qui a
re~m dans le temps une publicite officielle, et-qm n'a motive aucnne protestation de
la part de l' Angle terre.
Cette meme charte accordait ala Compagnie Russe le droit de porter ses etablissements vers le midi au deJa du 55e degre de latitude septentrionale, pourvu que de tels
accroissements de territoire ne pusseut donner motif de reclamation a aucune Puissance etrangere.
L' Angleterre n'a pas non plus proteste contre cette disposition; elle n'a pas me me
reclame contre les nouveaux etablissements que la Compagrfie Russe-Americaine a pu
former au sud du 55 e degre, en vertu de ce privilege.
La Hussie etait done pleinement autorisee a profiter d'nn conseutement qui, pour
etre tacite, n'en etait pas moins solennel, eta determiner pour bornes de ses domaines
le degre de latitude jnsqu' anqnel la Compagnie Russie avait etendn ses operations
depnis 1799.
·
Quoiqn'il en soit, et quelqne force que ces circonstauces pretent aux titres de la
Russie, Sa Majeste Imperiale ne deviera point dans cette conjuncture du systeme
habitnel de sa politique.
.
Le premier de ses vrenx sera toujours de prevenir toute discussion, et de consolider
de plus en plus les rapports d'amitie et de parfaite intelligence qu'elle se felicite
d'entreteuir avec la Grande Bretagne.
En consequence l'Empereur a cilarge son Cabinet de declarer aM. le Due de Wellington (sans que cette declaration pnisse prejndicier en rien a se~ droits, si elle
n'etait point acceptee) qu'il est pret a fixer, au moyen d'une n6gociation amicale, et
sur la base des convenances mntuelles, les degres de latitude et de longitude que les
deux Puissances regarderont comme dernieres limites de leurs possessions et de leurs
etablissements sur la c6te uordqnest de 1' Amerique.
Sa Majeste Imperiale se plait a croire que cettanegociation pourra se terminer sans
difficulte ala satisfaction reciproqne des deux Etats; et le Cabinet de Russie pent
assurer des a pre a present M.le Due de Wellington que les mesures de precaution et
de surveillance qui seront prises alors sur la partie Russie de la cote d' Amerique se
trouveront entierement conformes aux droits derivant de la souverainete, ainsi qu'anx usages etablis entre nations, et qu'aucune plainte legitime ne pourra s'elever
contre elles.
[Inclosure 6.]

The Dulce of Wellington to Mr. G. Canning.
VERONA, November 28, 1822.
SIR: I inclose the copy of a confidential memorandum which I gave to Count Nesselrode on the 17th October, regarding the Russian Ukase, and the copy of his answer.
I have had one or two discussions with Count Lieven upon this paper, to which I
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object, as no,t; enabling HiA Majesty's Government to found upon it any negotiation
to settle the questions arising out of the Ukase, which have not got the bctt er of these
difficulties; and I inclose you the copy of a letter which I llave written to Count
Lieven, which explains my objection~:~ to the Russian "Memoire Confidentiel." This
question, then, stands exactly where it did. I have not been able to do anything
upon it.
I have, &c.
WELLINGTON.
linclosnre 7.]

The Duke oj Wellington to Count Lieven.
VERONA, November ~8, 1822.
M. LECOMTE, Having considered the paper which your Excellency gave me last
night, on the part of his Excellency Count Nesselrode, on the subject of onr discussions on the Russian Ukase, I must inform you that I can not consent, on the part of
my Government, to found on that paper the negotiation for the settlement of the
question which has arisen between the two Governments on this subject.
We object to the ukase on two grounds: (1) That His Imperial Majesty assumes
thereby an exclusive sovereignty in North America, of which we are not prepared to
acknowledge the existence or the extent; upon this point, however, the memoir of
Count Nesselrode does afford the means of negotiation; and my government will be
ready to discuss it, eithf'r in London or St. Petersburg, whenever the state of the
discussions on the other question arising out of the ukase will allow of the discussion.
The second ground on which we object to the ukase is that His Imperial MaJesty
thereby excludes from a certain considerable extent of the open sea ves,,els of other
nations. We contend that the assumption of this power is contrary to the law of
nations; and we can not found a negotiation upon a paper in which it is again
broadly asserted. We contend that no power whatever can exclude another from
the use of the open sea; a power can exclude itself from the navigation of a certain
coast, sea, etc., by its own act or engagement, but it can not by right be excluded
by another. This we consider as the law of nations; and we can not negotiate upon
a paper in which a right is asserted inconsistent with this principle.
I think, therefore, that the best mode of proceeding would be that you should state
your readiness to negotiate upon the whole snbject, without restating the objectionable principle of the ukase which we can not admit.
I have, etc.
WELLINGTON.
[Inclosure 8.]

The Duke of Wellington to Mr. G. Canning.
VERONA, November 29, 1822.
Sm: Since I wrote to you yesterday I have had another conversation with the
Russian minister regarding the ukase. It is now settled t.hat both the memorandums
which I inclosed to you should be considered as non avenus, and the Russian ambassador in London is to address yon a note in answer to that of the late Lord LoLJdonderry, assuring you of the desire of the Emperor to negotiate with you upon the
whole que!:!tion of the Emperor's claims in North America, reserving them all if the
negotiation should not be satisfactory to both parties.
This note will then put this matter in a train of negotiation, which is what was
wished.
I have, etc.,
WELLINGTON.
flnclosnre 9.]

Count Lieven to Mr. G. Canning.
A la suite des declarations verbales que le Soussigne, Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plenipotentiaire de Sa Majeste l'Empereur de toutes les Rn&sies, a faites au
Ministere de Sa Majeste BL'itannique, le Cabinet de St. James a dt1 se conYaincre
que sides objections s'etaient elevees contre le Reglement publie au nom de Sa Majesta
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l'Empereur de toutes les Russies sons la date du 4 (16) Septernbre 1821, les mesures
ulterieures adoptees par Sa Majesta Imperiale ne la.issent aucun doute sur la purete
de ses vues et sur le desir q u'elle aura toujours de conciliar ses droits et ses interets
avec les interets et les droite des Puissances auxquelles l'unissent les liens d'une
amitie veritable et d'une bienveillance reciproque.
Avant de quitter Verone, le Soussigne a re~u l'ordre de donner au Gouvernement de
Sa Majesta Britannique nne nouvelle preuve des dispositions connnes de l'Empereur,
en proposant a son Excellence M. Canning, Principal Secretaire d'lliat de Sa Majesta
Brttannique pour les Affaires Etrangeres, sans que cette proposition puisse porter
atteinte aux droits de Sa Majesta Imperiale, si elle n'est pas acceptee, que de part et
d'autre la question de droit strict soit provisoirement ecartee, et que tons les differends auxquels a donne lieu le Reglement dont il s'agit, s'applanissent par nn arrangement amical fonde sur le seul principe des convenances mutuelles et qui serait
negocie a St.-Petersbourg.
L'Empereur se flatte que Sir Charles Bagot ne tardera point a recevoir les pouvoirs
et les instructions necessaires a cet effet, et que la proposition du Soussigne achevera
de demontrer au Gouveroement de Sa Majesta Britanniqne combien Sa Majesta Imperiale souhaite qu'aucune divergence d'opinion ne puisse subsister entre Ja Russie
et la Grande-Bretagne, et que le plus parfait accord continue de presider a leurs relatiOns.
Le Soussigne, etc.,
LIEVEN.
LONDRES, le 19 (31) Janvier 1823.

[Inclosure 10.]

Mr. G. Canning to Sir C. Bagot.
No.1.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, Februm·y 5, 1823.
Sm: With respect to my dispatch No. 5 of the 31st December last, transmitting to
your excellency the copy of an inRtructiou addressed to the Duke of Wellington, as
well as a dispatch from his grace dated Verona, the 29th November last, both upon
the subject of the Ru~sian ukase of September, 18:21, I have now to inclose to your
excellency the copy of a note which has been addressed to me by Count Lieven, expressing His Imperial Majesty's wish to enter into some amiCable arrangement for
bringing this subject to a satisfactory termination, and req nesting that your excellency may be furnished with the necessary powers to enter into negotiations for that
purpose with His Imperial Majesty's ministers at St. Petersburg.
I avail myself of the opportunity of a Russian courier (of whose departure Count
Lieven has only just apprised me) to send this note to your excellency, and to desire
that your excellency will pr'Jceed to open the discussion with the Russian minister
upon the basis of the instruction to the Duke of Wellington.
I will not fail to transmit t.o your excellency full powers for the conclusion of an
agreement upon this suhject, by a messenger whom I will dispatch to you as soon as
I shall have collected any further information which it may be expedient to furnish
to your excellency, or to found any further instruction upon that may be necessaey
for your guidance in this important negotiation.
I am, etc.,
GEO. CANNING.
[Inclosure 11. J

Mr. liljall to Mr. G. Canning.-(Received November 24.)
SHIPOWNERS' SOCIETY, NEW BROAD STREET, November 19 1823.
SIR: In the month of June last you were pleased to honor me with an mterview
on the subject of the Russian ukase prohibiting foreign vessels from touching at or
approaching the Russian establishments along the northwest coast of America, therein
mentioned, when yon had th~ goodness to inform me that a representation had been
made to that government, and that yon had reason to believe that the ukase would
not be acted upon; and very shortly after this communication I was informed, on
what I considered undoubted nuthority, that the Russian Government had consented
to withdraw that unfounded pretension.
T!Je committee of this societ.y being about to make their annual report to the shipowners at large, it would be satisfactory to them to be able to state therein that official
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au vices have been received from St. Petersburg that the ukase had been annulled;
and should that be the case, I have to ex:presR the hope ofthecommittee to be favored
with a communication from you to that effect.
I have, etc.,
GEORGE LYALL,

Chairman of Shipowners' Committee.
[Inclosure 12. j

/

Lord F. Conyngham to M1·. Lyall.
POREIGN OFFICE, November 26, 18'23.
SIR: I am directed by Mr. Secretary Canning to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 19th instant, expressing a hope that the ukase of September, 1821, had

been annulled.
Mr. Canning can not authorize me to state to you in distinct terms that the ukase
has been annulled, because the negotiation to which it gave rise is still pending, embracing as it does many -points of great intricacy as well as importance.
But I am directed by Mr. Canning to acquaint yon that orders have been sent out
by the court of St. Petersburg to their naval commanders calculated to prevent any
collislon between Russian ships and those of other nations, and in effect suspend ng
the ukase of September, 1821.
I am, etc.,
P. CONYNGHAM.

[Inclosure 13.-Exttact.l

Mr. G. Canning to Sir 0. Bagot.
I<'OREIGN OFFICE, January 20, 1824.
Along period has elapsed since I gave your excellency reason to expect addition:~!
instructions for your conduct in the negotiation respecting the Russian ukase of
1821.
That expectation was held out in the belief that I should have to instruct you to
combine your proceedings with those of the American minister, and the framing such
instructions was, of necessity, delayed until Mr. Rush should be in possession of the
intentions of his Government upon the subject.

It remains, therefore, only for me to direct your Excellency to resume your negotiation with the court of St. Petersburgh at the point at which it was suspended in
consequence of the expected accession of the United States, and to endeavor to bring
it as speedily as possible to an amicable and honorable conclusion.
The question at issue between Great Britain and Russia are short and simple. The
Russian ukase contains two objectionable pretensions: first, an extravagant. assumption of maritime supremacy; secondly, an unwarranted claim of territorial dominion.
As to the firsli, the disavowal of Russia is, in substance, all that we could desire.
Nothing remains for negotiat.ion on that head but to elothe ·that disavowal in precise
and satisfactory terms. We would much rather that those terms should be suggested
by Russia herself than have the air of pretending to dictate them. You will, therefore, request Count Nesselrode to furnish you with his notion of such a declaration
on this point as may be satisfactory to your Government. That declaration may be
made the preamble of the convention of limits.

•

•

•

*

*

•

[Inclosure 14.1

Mr. G. Canning to Sir 0. Bagot.
No. 29.-Extract.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, July 24, 1824.
The "projet" of a convention which is incloRed in my No. 26 having been communicated by me to Count Lieveu, with a request that his excellency would note
any points in it upon which be conceived any difficulty likely to arise, or any expla-
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nation to be necessary, I have received from his excellency the memorandum a copy
Of which is herewith inclosed.
Your excellency will observe that there are but two points which have struck
Connt Lieven as susceptible of any question; the first, the assumption of the base
of the mountains, instead of the summit, as the line of boundary; the second the extension of the right of navigation of the Pacific to the sea beyond Behring's Straits.
ff

*

*

*

*

As to the second point, it is perhaps, as Count Lieven remarks, new. But it is to
be remarked, in return, that the circumstances under which this additional security
is required will be new also.
By the territorial demarcation agreed to in this '' projet" Russia will become
possessed, in acknowledged sovereignty, of both sides of Behring's Straits.
The power which could thing of making the Pacific a mare clausurn may not unnaturally be supposed capable of a disposition to apply the same character to a strait
comprehended between two shores, of which it becomes the undisputed owner. But
the shutting up of Behring's Straits, or the power to shut them up hereafter, would
be a thing not to be tolerated by England.
Nor could we submit to be excluded, either positively or constrlH:tively, from a
sea in which the skill and science of our seamen bas been and is still employed in
enterprises interesting not to this country alone but the whole civilized world . .
The protection given by the convention to the American coasts of each power may
(if it is thought necessary) be extended in terms to the coasts of the Russian Asiatic
territory; but in some way or other, if not in the form now presented, the free navigation of Behring's Straits, and of the seas beyond them, must be secured to us.

[Inclosure 15.]

Mr. G. Canning to Mr. S. Canning.
No. I.-Extract.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, December 8, 1824.
His Majesty having been graciously pleased to name you his plenipotentiary for
concluding and signing with the Rus~ian Government a convention for terminating
·the discussions which have arisen out of the promulgation of the Russian ukase of
1821, and for settling the respective territorial claims of Great Britain and Russia on
the northwest coast of America, I have received His Majesty's commands to direct
you to repair to St. Petersburg for that purp-ose, and to furnish you with the necessary instructions for terminating the long-protracted negotiation.
The correspondence which, has already passed upon this subject has been submitted to your perusal. And I inclose you a copy1. Of the "projet" which Sir Charles Bagot was authorized to conclude and sign
some months ago, and which we had every reason to expect would have been entirely satisfactory to the Russian Government.
2. Of a "contre-projet" drawn up by the Russian plenipotentiaries, and presented
to Sir Charles Bagot at their last meeting before Sir Charles Bagot's departure from
St. Petersburg.
3. Of a di~>patch from Count Nesselrode, accompanying the transmission of the
"contre-projet ''to Count Lieven.
·
In that dispatch, and in certain marginal annotations upon the copy of the "projet/' are assigned the reasons of the alterations proposed by the Russian plenipotentiaries.
In considering the expediency of admitting or rejecting the proposed alterations,
it will be convenient to follow the articles of the treaty in the order in which they
stand in the English "projet."
You will observe in the first plaee that it is proposed by the Russian plenipotentiaries entirely to change that order, and to transfer to the latter part of the instru·
ment the article which has hitherto stood first in the" projet."
To that transposition we can·not agre-e, for the very reason which Count Nesselrode
alleges in favor of it, viz, that the'' economie," or arrangement of the treaty, ought
to have reference to the history of the negotiation.
The whole negotiation grows out of the ukase of 1821.
So entirely and absolutely true is this proposition, that the settlement of the limits
of the respective possessions of Great Britain and Russia on the northwest coast of
America was proposed by us only as a mode of facilitating the adjustment of the difference arising from the ukase, by enabling the court of Russia, under cover of the
more comprehensive arrangement, to withdraw, with less appearance of concession,
the offensive pretensions of that edict.
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It is comparatively indifferent to us whether we hasten or postpone all questions
respecting the limits of territorial possession on the continent of America; but the
preteusions of the Russian ukase of ISH to exclusive dominion over the Pacific could
not continue longer unrepealed without compelling us to take some measure of public and effectual_ remonstrance against it.
You will therefore take care, in the 1irst instance, to repress any attempt to give
this change to the character of the negotiation; and will declare without reserve
that tho point to which alone the solicitude of the British Govt>mment il.nd the jealousy <U the British nation may attach any great importance is the doin~ away (in a
manner as little disagreeable to Russia as possible) of the effect of the ukase of 1821.
That this ukase ie not acted upon, and that instructions have been long ago sent
by the Russian Government to their cruisers in the Pacific to suspend the execution
of its provisions, is true; but a private disavowal of a published claim is no security
against the revival of that claim; the suspension of the execution of a principle
may be perfectly compatible with the continued maintenance of the principle itself,
and when we have seen in the course of this negotiation that the RusRian claim to
the possession of the coast of America down to latitude 59° rests, in fact, on no o1 her
ground than the presumed acquiescence of the nations of Europe in the provisions
of a ukase published by the Emperor Paul in the yell>r 1800, against which it is
affirmed that no public remonstrance was made, it becomes us to be exceedingly
careful that we do not, by a similar neglect on the present occasion, allow a similar
presumption to be raised as to an acquiescence in the ukase of 1821.
The right of the subjects of His Majesty to navigate freely in the Pacific can not
be held as matter of indulgence from any power. Having once been publicly ques,tioned, it must be publicly acknowledged.
We do not desire that any distinct reference should be made to the ukase ot' 1821;
but we do feel it necessary that the statement of our right should be clear and positive, and that it should stand forth in the convention in the place which properly
belongs to it as a plain and substantive stipulation, and not be brought in as an incidental consequence of other arrangements to which we attach comparatively little
importance.
This stipulation stands in the front of the convention concluded between Russia
and the United States of Am • rica; and we see no reason why, upon similar claims,
we sbonld not obtain exactly the like satisfaction.
For reasons of the same nature we can not consent that the liberty of navigation
through Behring's Straits should be stated in the treaty as a boon from Russia.
The tendency of such a statement would be to give countenance to those claims of
exclosivejurisdiction against which we, on our own behalf aud on that of the whole
civilized world, protest.
No specification of this sort is found in the C<'nvention with the United States of
America; and yet it can not be doubted that the Americans consider themselves as
secured in the right of navigatiug Behring's Straits and the sea beyond them.
It can not be expected that England should receive as a boon that which the United
States hold as a right so unquestionable as not to be worth recording.
PPrbaps the simplest course, after all, will be to substitute, for aU that part of the
"projet" and "contre-projet" which relates to maritime rights, and to navigation, the
first two articles of the convention already concluded by the court of St. Petersburg
with the United States of America, in the order in which they stand in that convention.
Russia can not mean to give to the United States of America what she withholds
from us, nor to withhold from us anything that she has consented to give to the
United Sta.tes.
The uniformity of stipulations in pari materia gives clearness and force to both
arangements, and will establish that footing.of equality between the several contracting parties which it is most desirable shop.ld exist between three powers whose interest come so nearly in contact with each other in a part of t.he globe in which no
other power is concerned.
This, therefore, is what I am to instruct you to propose at once to the Russian
minister as cutting short an otherwise inconvenient discussion.
This expedient will dispose of Article I of the "Projet," and of Articles V and VI
of the "Contre-Projet."
The next articles relate to the territorial demarcation.

With regard to the port, of Sitka or New Archangel, the offer came originally from
Russia, but we are not disposed to object to the restriction which she now applies to it.
We are content that the port shall be open to us for ten years, provided only that
if any other nation obtains a more extended term, the like term shall be extended to
us also.
We are content also to assign the period of ten year~ fo" tb~ reciprocal liberty of
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access and commerce with each other's territories, which stipulation may be best
stated precisely in the terms of Article IV of the American convention.
These, I think, are the only points in which alterations are required by Russia,
and we have no other to propose.
A "projet,'' such as it will stand according the observations of this dispatch, is
inclosed, which you will understand as furnished to you as a guide for the drawing
up of the convention; but not as prescribing the precise form of words, nor fettering
your discretion as to any alterations, not varying from the substance of these instructions.
It wi.ll, of course, strike the Russian plenipotentiaries that by the adoption of the
American article respecting navigation, etc., tbe provision for an exclusive fishery
of two leagues from the coasts of our rPspective possessions falls to the ground.
But the omission is, in trut.h, immaterial. The law of nations assigns the exclusive sovereignty of one league to each power off its own coasts, without any specific
stipulation, and though Sir Charles Bagot was authorized to sign the convention
with tbe specific stipulation of two leagues, in ignorance of what had been decided
in the American convention at the time, yet, after that convention has been some
months before the world, and after the opportunity of reconsideration has been
forced upon us by the act of Russia herself, we can not now consent, in negot.iating
de novo, to a stipulation which, while it is absolutely unimportant to any practical
good, would appear to establish a contract between the United States and us to our
disadvantage.
Count Nesselrode himself has frankly admitted that it was natural that we should
expect, and reasonable that we should receive, at the hands of Russia, equal measure in all respects with the United States of America.
It remains only, in recapitulation, to remind you of the origin and principles of
this whole negotiation.
It is not, on our part, essentially a negotiation about limits. It is a demand of the
repeal of an offt:Jnsive and unjustifiable arrogation of exclusive jurisdiction over an
ocean of unmeasured extent; but a demand qualified and mitigated in its manner,
in order that its justice may be acknowledged and satisfied without soreness or
humiliation on the part of Russia.
We negotiate about territory to cover the remonstrance upon principle.
But any attempt to take undue advantage of this voluntary facility we must oppose.
If the present "projet" is agreeable to Russia, we are ready to conclude and sign
the treaty. If the territorial arrangements are not satisfactory, we are ready to
postpone them, and to conclude and sign the essential part-that which relates to
navigation alone, adding an article stipulating to negotiate about territorial limits
hereafter.
But we are not prepared to defer any longer the settlement of that essential part
of the question; and if Russia will neither sign the whole convention nor that essential part of it, she must not take it amiss that we resort to some mode of recording, in
the face of the world, our protest against the pretensions of the ukase of 1821, and oJ
efiectually securing our own interests against the possibility of its future operations.

Llnclosure 16.]

Mr. S. Canning to Mr. G. Canning.-(Received March 21.)
No.15.]

ST. PETERSBURG, February 17 (March 1), 1825.
SIR: By the messenger Latchford I have the honor to send yon the accompanying
convention oeliween His Majesty and the Emperor of Russia respecting the Pacific
Ocean and northwest coast of America, which, according to your instructions, I concluded and signed last night with the Russian plenipotentiaries.
The alterations which, at their instance, I have admitted into the " projet," such
as I presented it fo them at first, will be found, I conceive, to be in strict conformity
with the spirit and substance of His Majesty's commands. The order of the two main
subjects of our negotiation, as stated in the preamble of the convention, is preserved
in the articles of that instrument. The line of demarcation along the strip ofland
on the northwest coast of America, assigned to Russia, is laid down in the convention
agreeably to your directions, notwithstanding some difficulties raised on this point,
as well a::; on that which regards the order of the articles, by the Russian plenipotentiaries.
Tb_e instance in which you will perceive that I have most availed myself of the
]atitude afi'orded by your instructions to bring the negotiation to a satisfactory and
prompt conclusion is the diyision of the third article of the new '' projet," as it stood
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when I gave it in, into the third, fourth, and fifth ardcles of the convention signed
by the plenipotentiaries.
This change was suggested by the Russian plenipotentiaries, and at first it was
suggested in a shape which appeared to me objectionable; but the articles, as they
·are now drawn up, I humbly conceive to be such as will not meet wiM1 your dis<tpprobation, The second paragraph of the fourth article hau alread,y appeared parenthetically in the third article of the "project," and the whole of the fourth art;icle is
limited in its signification and connected with the article immediately preceding it by
the first paragraph.
With respect to Behring Strait, I am happy to have it in my power to assure you,
on the joint authority of the Russian plenipotentiaries, that the Emperor of Russia
has no intention whatever of maintaining any exclusive claim to the navigation of
those straits, or of the seas to the north of them.
It can not be necessary, under these circumstances, to trouble you with a more particular account of the several conferences which I have held with the Russian plenipotentiaries, and it is but justice to state that I have found them disposed, throughout
this latter stage of the negotiation, to treat the matters under discussion with fairness
and liberality.
As two originals of the convention prepared for His Majesty's Government are
signed by the plenipotentiaries, I propose to leave one of them with Mr. Ward for tlle
archives of the embassy.
I have, etc.,
STRATFORD CANNING.
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Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEP .ARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 17, 1890.
SIR: Your note.of August 12, which I acknowledged on the 1st of
September, inclosed a copy of a dispatch from the lVIarquis of Salisbury, dated August 2, in reply to my note of June 30.
The considerations advanced. by His Lordship have received the careful attention of the Presi<lent, aud I am instructed to insist upon tile
correctness and validity of the position which has been earnestly advocated by the Government of the United States, in defense of .American rights in the Behring Sea.
Legal and diplomatic q nestions, apparently complicated, are often
found, after prolonged di8cussion, to depend on the settlement of a
single point. Such, in the judgment of the President, is the position
in which the United States and Great Britain find themselves in the
pending controversy touching the true construction of ·the NussoAmerican and Anglo-Russian treaties of 1824 aud 1825. Great Britain
contends that the phrase "Pacific Ocean," as used in the treaties, was
intended to include, and does include, the body of water which is now
known as the Behring Sea. The United States contends that the Behring Sea was not mentioned, or even referred to, in either treaty, and
was in no sense included in the phrase "Pacific Ocean." lf Great
Britain can maintain her position that the Behring Sea at the time of
the treaties with Russia of 1824 and 1825 was included in the Pacific
Ocean, the Government ot the United States has no well-grounded
complaint against her. If, on the other hand, this Government can
prove beyond all doubt that the Behring Sea, at the date of the treaties,
was understood by the three siguatory Powers to be a separate body
of water, and was not inducted in the phrase" Pacific Ocean," then the
American case against Great Britain 1s complete and undeniable.
The disput\3 prominently involves the meaning of the phrase ''northwest coast," or "'northwest coast of America." Lord Salisbury assumes
that the "northwest coast" bas but one meaning, and that it includes
the whole coast stretching northward to the Behring Straits. The con~
tention of this Government is that by long prescription the "northwest
coast" means the coast of the Pacific Ocean, south of the Alaskan Peninsula, or south of the sixtieth parallel of north latitude; or, to define
it still more accurately, the coast, from the northern border of the Spanish possessions, ceded to the U uited States in 1819, to the point where
the Spanish claims met the claims of Russia, viz, from 420 to 600 north
latitude. The Russian authorities for a long time assumed that 590 30'
was the exact point of latitutle, but subsequent adj~stments fixed it at
60°. The phrase" northwest coast," or" northwest coast of America,"
has been well known and widely recognized in popular usage in England
and America from the date of the first trading to that coast, about 1784.*
So absolute has been this prescription that the distinguished historian
Hubert Rowe Bancroft has writteu an accurate history of the northwest
coast, which, at different times, during a period of seventy-five years,
was the scene of important contests between at least funr great powers.
To render the understanding explicit, Mr. Bancroft has illustrated the
northwest coast by a carefully prepared map. The map will be found to
include precisely the area which has been steadily maintained by this
Government in the pending discussion. (For map, see opposite page.)
*The same designation obtained in Enrope. As early as 1803, in a map published
by the Geographic Institute at Weimar, the coast from Columbia l~iver (49°) to Cape
Elizabeth (60°) is designated as the "Nord West Kuste."
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The phrase ''northwest coast of America" has not infrequently been
used simply as the synonym of the ~'north west coast," but it bas aiso
been used in another sense as including the American coast of the Russian possessions as far northward as the straits of Behring. Confusion
has sometimes arisen in the use of the phrase " north west coast of
America," but the true meaning can always be determined by reference
to the context.
The treaty between the United States and Russia was concluded on
the 17th of April, 1824, and that between Great Britaiu and R.nssia was
concluded February 28, 1825. ~rhe full and accurate text of both treaties
will be found in inclosure A. The treaty between the United States and
H ussia is first in the order of time, but I shall consider both treaties
together. I quote the first articles of each treaty, for, to all intents and
purposes, they are identical in meaning, though differing somewhat in
phrase.
The first article in the American treaty is as follows:
ARTICLE I. It is agreed that, in any part of the great ocean, commonly called the
Pacific Ocean or South Sea, the respective citizens or subjects of the high contracting
powers shall be neit,her disturbed nor restrained, either in uavigation or in fishing, or
in the power of resorting to the coasts, upon points which may not already hav~:~ been
occupierl, for the purpose of trading with the natives, saving always the restiictions
and couditions determined by the following articles.

The first article in the British treaty is as follows:
ARTICLE I. It is agreed that the respective subjects of the high contracting parties
shall not be troubled or molested, in any part of the ocean, commou]y ca1led the Pacific Ocean, either in navigating the same, in fishing therein, or in landing at such
parts of the coast a,s shall not have been alreardy occupied, in orcler to tr:1de with the
natives, under the restrictions and conditions specified in the following articles.

Lord Salisbury contends thatThe Russian Govm·nment had no idra of any distinction bet11'een Belwing Sea and the Pacific Ocean, which latter fhfy considered as reaching southwat·djrom Btllring Straits. Nor
throughout the whole of the subsequent correspondence is there any refereuc"' whatever on either side to any distinctive name for Behring's Sea, or any intimation tbat it
could be considered otherwise than as forming an integral part of the Pacific Ocean.

The Government of the United States cordially Hgrees with Lord
Salisbury's statement that throughout the whole corrt-spondence connected with the formation of the treaties there was no reference whatever by either side to any distinctive name for Behring Sea, and for the
very simple reason which I have already indicated, that the negotiation bad no referP.nce whatever to the Behring Sea, but was entirely
confined to a "strip of land" on the north west coast and t be waters of
the Pacific Ocean adjacent thereto. For future reference I call special
attention to the phrase "strip of land."
I venture to remind Lord Salisbury of the fact that Bebring Sea was,
at the time referred to, the recognized name in somt~ quarters, and so
appeared on many authentic maps several years before the treaties were
negotiated. But, as I mentioned in my note of June 30, the same sea
bad been presented as a body of water separate from the Pacific Ocean
for a long period prior to 1825. Many names had been applied to it,
but the one most frequently used and most widely rt>cognized was the
Sea of Kamschatka. English statesmen of the period wllen the treaties
were negotiated had complete knowledge of all the geographical points
involved. Tpey knew that on the map published in 1784: to illustrate
the voyages of the most eminent English navigator of the eighteenth
century the "Sea of Kawscbatka" appeared in absolute contradistinc-
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tion to the "Great South Sea" or the Pacific Ocean. And the map, as
Rhown by the words on its margin, was "prepared by Lieut. Henry
Hoberts under the immediate inspection of Captain Cook."
Twenty years before Captain Cook's map appeared, the London
Magazine contained a map on which the Sea of Kamschatka was conspicuously engraved. At a still earlier date-even as far back as 17:32Gvosdef, surveyor of the Hussian expedition of Shestakof in 1730 (who,
even before Behring, sighted the land of the American continent), pnblisbed the sea as bearing the name of Kamschatka. Muller, who was
historian and geographer of the second expedition of Behring in 17"11,
designated it as the Sea of KamRchatka, in his map published in 1761.
I inclose a list of a large proportion of the moRt autht·utie maps
published during the ninety years prior to 1825 in Great Britain, in the
United States, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Germany, and B.ussiaiu all105 maps-on every one of which the body of water now knowu as
BeLring Sea was plainly distinguished by a name separate from the
Pacific Ocean. On th·~ great majority it is named the Sea of Kamsclwtka, a few use the name of Behring, while seventl other designations are used. The whole number, aggregating, as tlley did~ the opinion of a large part of the civilized world, distinguislled the sea, no
matter under what name, as altogether separate from the Pacific Ocean.
(See inclosure B.)
Is it possible, that with tllis great cloud of witnesses before the eyes
of Mr. Adams and Mr. George <Janning, attesting the existence of the
Sea of Kamschatka, they woul<l simply include it in the pllrase ~' Pacific Ocean" and make no allusion whatever to it as a separate sPa,
when it was known by almost every educated man in Europe and.
America to have been so designated numberless times~ Is it possible
that Mr. Canning and Mr. Adams, both educated in t.he Common Law,
could believe that they were acquiring for the United States and Great
Britain the enormous rights inherent in the Sea of Kamschatka without tlle slightest reference to that sea or without any description of its
metes and bounds, when neither of them would have paid for a village
house lot unless the deed for it should recite every fact and feature
necessary for the identification of the lot against any other piece of
ground on the surface of the globe~ When we contemplate the minute
particularity, the tedious verbiage, the duplications and the re<lu phcations employed to secure unmistakable plainness in framing treaties,
it is impossible to conceive that a fact of this great magnitude could
have been omitted from the instructions written by 1\-Ir. Adams and
Mr. G. Canning, as ..secret.aries for foreign affairs in their respective
couutries-impossible that such a fact could have escaped the notice of
Mr. Middleton and Count N esselrode, of Mr. Stratford Canning and
Mr. Poletica, who were the negotiators of the two treaties. It is impossible, that in the Anglo-Uussian treaty Count Nesselrode, Mr. Stratford Canning, and Mr. Poletica could have taken sixteen lines to recite
the titles and honors they had received from their respective sovereigns,
and not even suggest tbe insertion of one line, or even word, to ~ecure
so valuable a grant to England as the full freedom of the Behring
Sea.

There is another argument of great weight against the assumption of
Lord Salisbury that the pllrase "Pacifie Oct'an," as used in the first
article of both the AII'eriean au<l British treatits, was intended to include the waters of the Beluiug· Sea. It is true that by the treaties with
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the United States and Great Britain, Russia practically witbrlrew the
operation of the Ukase of 1821 from the waters of the northwPst coast
on the Pacific Ocean, but the proof is conclusive that it was left in full
force over the waters of the Behring Sea. Lord Salisbury can not ha'e
acertained the value of the Behring Sea to Russia, when he assumed
that in the treaties of 1824 and !825 the Imperial Gov-ernment had, by
mere inclusion in another phrase, with apparent carelessness,. thrown
open all the. resources and all the wealth of those waters to the citizens
of the United States and to the subjects of Great Britain.
Lord Salisbury has perhaps not thought it worth while to make any
examination of the money value of Alaska and the waters of the B~·h
ring Sea at tb?; time the treaties were negotiated and in the succeeding
years. 'Ihe first period of. the Russian-American Company's operations
bad closed before the Ukase of 1821 was issued. Its affairs were kept
secret for a long time, but are now accurately known. The money advanced for the Capital stock of the Company at its opening in 1799
amounted to 1,238,746 rubles. The gross sales of furs and skins by the
company at Kodiak and Canton from that date up to 1820 amounted to
:W,0~4,o98 rubles.
rrhe net profit was 7,685,000 rubles for the twentyone years-over 620 per cent. for the whole period, or nearly 30 per cent.
per annum.
Reviewing these facts, Bancroft, in his" History of Alaska," a standard work of exhaustive research, says:
We find this powerful rnonopol1J firmly established in the favor of the Imperial Government, many nobles of high rank and several members of the Royal family being
among the share-holders.
.

And yet Lord Salisbury evidently supposes that a large amount of
wealth was carelessly thrown away by the Roy~l family, the nobleR, the
courtiers, the capitalists, and the speculators of St. Petersburg in a
phrase which merged the Behring Sea in the Pacific Ocean. 'l'hat it
was not thrown away is shown by the transactions of the Company for
the next twenty years!
The second period of the Russian-American Company began in 1821
and ended in1841. Within that time the gross revenues of the company exceeded 61,000,000 rubles. Besides paying all expenses and all
taxes, the company largely increased the original capital and divided
8,500,000 rubles among the share-holders. These dividends and the increase of the stock showed a profit on the original capital of 55 per cent.
per annum for the whole twenty years-a great increase over the first
ten that during six,teen of these twenty
period. It must not be
years of constantly increa: 1g profits, the treaties, which, according to
Lord Salisbury, gave to Great Britain and the United States equal
rights with Russia in the Behring Sea, were in full force.
The proceedings which took place when the second period of the
Hussian-American Company was at an end are thus described in Bancroft's ''History of Alaska:"
* .. * "In the variety and extent of its operations," declare the members of the
Imperial Council, "no other company can compare with it. In audition to a commercial and industrial monopoly, the Government has invested it with a portion of its
own powers in governing the vast and distant territory over which it now holds control. A change in this system would now he of doubt.ful benefit. To open ou1· ports
to all hunters p1·orniscuously would be a death blow to the fur trade, while the Government,
havi11g transferred to the company t.he cont.rol of the colonies, could not now resume
it wit I!O !t t. great expense and trouble, and would have to create new financial resources fur such a purpose."
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The Imperial Council, it will be seen, did not hesitate to call the
Hussian-American Company a monopoly, which it could not have been
if Lord Salisbury's construction of the treaty was correct. ~or did the
Coundl feel any doubt that to op(:'n the ports of the Behring Sea'' to all
bunters promiscnously would be a death blow to the fur trade."
Bancroft says furtber:
* * * This opinion of the Imperial Council, togetl1er with a charter defining
. the privileges and duties of the compauy, was delivered to the Czar and received his
signature on the 11th of October, 11-:3 4-l. The new charter did not difl:'er in its main
features from that of 1821, though the boundary was, of course, changed in accordance with the E11glisb and American treat,ies. None of the company's rights were
curtailed, and the additional privileges were gra,ntetl of trading w1th certain ports
in China and of shipping tea direct from China to St. Petersburg.

The Russian-American company was thus chartered for a third period
of twenty years, and at the end of the time it was found that the gross
receipts amounted to 75,770,000 rub1es, a minor part of it from the tea
trade. The expenses of administration were very large. The shareholders received dividends to the amount of 10,210,000 rubles-about
900 per cent. for the whole period, or 45 per cent. per annum on the
original capital. .A.t the time the third period closed, in 1862, the Russian Government saw an opportunity to sell Alaska. and refused to
continue the charter of the company. Agents of the United States bad
initiatec..lnegotiations for the tran~fer of Alaska as early as 1859. The
company continued, practically, however, to exercise its monopoly uutil
1867, when Alaska was solc..l by l<ussia to tbe United States. The enormous profits of the Hussian-.American Oompany in the fur trade of the
Behring Sea continued under the Russian flag for more than forty years
after the treaties of 1824 and 1825 bad been concluded. And yet Lord
Salisbury contends that during this Jong period of exceptional profits
from tbe fur trade Great Britain and the United States bad as good a
right as Russia to take part in t~hese highly lucrative ventures. American and Engli~h ships in goodly numbers during this whole
period annually visited and traded on the Northwest coast on the Pacific Ocean. And yet, of all these vessels of the UnitPd States and
Great Britain, not one ever sought to disturb the fur fisheries of tl.Je
Behring Sea or along its coasts, either of the contiuent or of the i~lands.
So far as known, it is believed that neither American nor English sllips
ever attempted to take one fur seal at the Pribyloff Islands or in the
open waters of the Behring Sea during that perioll. Tl.Je 100-mile limit
was for the preservation of all these fur animals, and tbis limit was
obser\ed for that purpose by all the maritime nations that sent vessels
to the Behri~ waters.
Can any one believe it to be possible that the maritime, adventurous,
gain-loving people of the United States and of Great Britain could have
bad such au inviting field open to them for forty years and yet not one
ship of either nation enter the Behring Sea to compete with the Russian-American Company for the inordinate profits which had flowed so
steadily and for so long a period into their treasury from the fur trade~
'I'be fact that the ships of both nations refrained, during that long
period, from taking a single fur seal inside the shores of that sea is a,
presumption of their lack of right and their recognized disability so
strong that, independently of all other arguments, it requires the most
authentic and convincing evidence to rebut it. That English ships did
not enter the Behring Sea to take part in the catching of seals is not
all that can be said. Her acquiescence in Russia's vower over the seal
H.Ex. 33-10
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fisheries was so complete that during the forty years ofRussia's supremacy in the Behring Sea (that followed the treaties of 1824-'25) it is not
believed that Great Britain eYen maue a protest, verbal or written,
against what Bancroft describes as the "Russian monopoly."
A certain degree of confusion and disorganization in the form of the
government that had existed in Alaska was the inevitable accompaniment of the transfer of sovereig-nty to the United StateR. The American title was not made complete until the money, specified as the price
in the treaty, ltad been appropriated by Congress and paid to the Russian minister by the Executive Department of the Government of the
United States. Tltis was effected in the latter half of the year 1868.
The acquired sovereignty of A.laska carried with it by treaty "all the
rights, franchises, and privileges" which had belonged to Russia. A
little more than a year after the acquisition, the United States transferred cer~ain rigltts to the Alaska Commercial Uompany over tlJC seal
fisheries of Behring Sea for a period of twenty years. Russia had given
the same rights (besides rigbts of still larger scope) to the RussianAmerican Company for three periods of twenty years each, without a
protest from the British Government, without a single interference from
British ships. For these reasons this Government again insists that
Great Britain and the United States recognized, respected, and obeyed
the authority of Russia in the Behring Sea; and did it for more than
forty years after the treaties with Russia were negotiated. It still remains for England to explain why she persistently violates the same
rights when transferred to the ownership of the United States.

The second article of the American treaty is as foJlows:
ARTICLE II. With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fi~hing exercised upon the Great Ocean by the citizens and subjects of the high contracting
powers from becoming the pretext for an illicit trade, it is agrt>ed that the citizens of
the United States shall not resort to any point where there is a. Rus~:~ian establishment,
without the permission of the governor or co 11mander; and that, reciprocaJly, the
subjects of Russia shall not resort, wHhout permission, to any establishment of the
United States upon the northwest coast. -

The second article of the British treaty is as follows:
ARTICLE II. In order to prevent the right of navigatiOn and fishing, exercised
upon the Ocean by the subjects of the high contracting parties, from becoming the
pretext for an illicit commer,:ce, it is agreed that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty shall not laud at any place where there may be a Russian establishment, without
the permission of the governor or commandant; and, on the other hand. the Russian
subjects shall not land, without permission, at any British establishment on the
Northwest coast.

In the second articles of the treaties it is recognized that both the
United States and Great Britain have establishments on the ''northwest
coast," and, as neither country ever claimed any territory north of the
sixtieth parallel of latitude, we necessaril,y have the meaning of the
northwest coast significantly defined in exact accordance with the
American contention.
An argument, altogether historical in its character, is of great and,
I think, conclusive force touching this question. It will be remembered
that the treaty of October 20, 1818, between the United States and
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Great Britain comprised a variety of topics, among others, in article 3,
the following:
It is agreed, that any country that may be claimed by either party on the northwest
coast of America, westward of the Stony Mountains, shall, together with its harbors,
bays, and creeks, and the navigation of all rivers within the same, be free and op~'. n,
for the term often years from the date ofthe signature of the present convention, to
the vessels, citizens, and subjects of the two powers; it being understood, that this
agree~ent is not to be construed to the prejudice of any claim, which either of the
two high contracting parties may have to any part of the said country, nor shall it
be taken to affect the claims of any other power or state to any part of the said conntry; the only object of the high contracting parties, in that respect, being to l>revent
disputes and differences amongst themselves.

While this article placed upon a common basis for ten years the rights
of Great Britarin and America on the northwest coast, it made no adjustment of the claims of Russia on the not th, or of Spain on the south,
which are referred to in the article as "any other power or state."
Russia had claimed down to latitude 550 under the Ukase of 1799.
Spain had claimed indefinitely northward from the forty-second parallel of latitude. But all the Spanish claims had been transferred to
the United States by the treaty of 1819, and Russia had been so quiet
until the Ukase of 1831 that no conflict was feared. But after that
Ukase a settlement, either permanent or temporary, was imperatively
demanded.
The proposition made by Mr. Adams which I now quote shows, I
think, beyond all doubt, that the dispute was wholly touching the northwest coast on the Pacific Ocean. I make the following quotation from
Mr. Adams' instruction to Mr. Middleton, our Minister at St. Petersburg, on the 22d of July, 1823 :
By the treaty of the 22d of February, 1819, with Spain the United States acquired
all the rights of Spain north of latitude 42°; and by the third article of the convention between the United States and Great Britain of the 20th of Octo bet·, 1818, it was
agreed that any country that might be claimed by either party on the Northwest coast
of America, westward of the Stony Mountains, should, together with its harbors, bays,
and creeks, and the navigation of all rivers within the same, be free and open, for
the term of ten years from that date, to the vessels, citizens, and subjects of the two
powers, without pre_judice to the claims of either party or of any other state.
You are anthm·ized to propose an a1·tiole of the sam~J irnport for a terrn of ten years fro1n
the signatu1·e of a joint convention between the United States, Great Britain, and Russia.

Instructions of the same purport were sent by the same mail to Mr.
Rush, our Minister at London, in order that the proposition slwuld be
completely uuderstood by each of the thrP-e Powers. The confident presumption was that this proposition would, as a temporary settlement,
be acceptable to all parties. But before there was time for full consideration of the proposition, eit,her by Russia or Great Britain, President
Monroe, in December, 1823, proclaimed his famous doctrine of excluding future European colonies from this continent. Its efi'ect on all
European nations holding unsettled or disputed claims to territory, was
to create a desire for prompt settlement, so that each Power could be
assured of i~s own, without the trouble or cost of further defending it.
Great Britain was already entangled with the United States on the
southern side of her claims on the northwest coast. That agreement she
must adhere to, but she was wlwlly unwilling to postpone a definite
understanding with Russia as to the northern limit of her claims on the
northwest coast. Hence a permanent treaty was desired, and in both
treaties the "ten-year" feature was rec.ognized~in the- seventh article
of the British treaty and in the fourth article of the American treaty.

•
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But neither in the correspondencB nor in the personal conferences that
brought about the agreement, was there a single hint that the settlement was to include any thing else whatever than the northwest coast
on the Pacific Ocean, south of the sixtieth parallel of north latitude.

Fortunately, however, it is not necessary for the United States to
rely on this suggestive definition of the northwest coast, or upon the
historical facts above given. It is easy to prove from other sources
that in the treaty between the United States and Russia the coast referred to was that which I have defined as the" northwest ·coast" on
the Pacific Ocean south of 600 north latitude, or, as the Ru8sians for a
long time believed it, 59° 30'. We have in the Departmeut of State
the originals of the protocols between our minister at St. Petersburg,
Mr. Henry Middleton, aud Count Nessel rode, of Russia, who negotiated
the treaty of 1824. I quote, as I have quoted in my note of June 30, a
memorandum submitted to Uount Nesselrode by Mr. Middleton as part
of the fourth protocol :
Now, it is clear, according to the facts established, that neither Russia nor any
other European power has t!Je right of dominion upon the continent of America between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees of north latitude.
Still les01 has she the dominion of the adjacent maritime territory, or of the sea
which washes these coasts, a dominion which is only accessory to the territorial
dominion.
Therefore, she has not the right of exclusion or of admission on these coasts, nor
in these seas, which are free seas.
The right of navigating all t!Je free seas belongs, by natural law, to every independent nation, and even constitnt.es an essential part of this independence.
The United States have exercised navigation in the seas, and commerce upon tho
coasts above mentionerl, from the time of their independence; and they have a perfect right to this navigation and to this commerce: and they can only be deprived of
it by their own act or by a convention.

Mr. Middleton declares that Russia had not the right of dominion
"upon the continent of America between the fiftieth and s·i xtieth degrees of
north latitude." Still less has she the dominion of "the adjacent maritime territory or the sea which washes these coasts." He further declares
that Russia had not the '" dght of exclusion or of admission on these
coasts, nor in these seas, which are free seas "-that is, the coasts and
seas betw·e en the fiftieth and sixtieth degreeH of north latitude on the
body of the continent.
The following remark of Mr. Middleton deserves special attention :
The right of navigating ·all the free seas belongs, by natural law, to every independent nation, and even constitutes an essential part of this independence.

•

This earnest protest by Mr. Middleton, it will be noted, was against
the Ukase of Alexander which proposed to extend· Russian sovereignty
over the Pacific Ocean as far south as the fifty-first degree of latitude,
at which point, as Mr. Adam~ reminded the Russian minister, that
ocean is 4,000 miles wide. It is also to be specially noted that .Mr.
Middleton's double reference to ''the free seas" would have no meaning whatever if he did not recognize that freedom on certain seas bad
been restricted. He could not have used the phrase if he had regarded
all seas in that region as "free seas."
In answer to my former reference to these facts (in my note of June
30), Lord Salisbury makes this plea:
Mr. Blaine states that when Mr. Middleton declared that Russia had no right of
exclusion on the coasts of America between the fiftieth an rl sixtieth degrees of north
latitude, nor in the seas which washed those coasts, he intended to make a distinction
between Behring's Sea. a.nd the Pacific Ocean. But on reference to a ma.p it will be
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seen that the sixtieth degree of north latitude strikes straight ac:w ;" Dd1ring's Sea.
leaving by far the la,rger and more important part of it to the south; ~:;o that I confess
it appears to me that by no conceivable construction of his words can Mr. Middleton
be supposed to have excepted that sea from thos~ which he declare!l to be fret>.

If His Lordship bad examined his map somewhat -more closely, be
would have found my statement 1iterally correct. When Mr. Middleton referred to "the continent of America between the fiftieth and ~:;ix
tieth degrees of north latitude," it was impossiule that be could. have
referred to the coast of Behring Sea, for the very simple reason that
tile fiftieth degree of Jatitude is altogether south of the Behring Sea.
The fact that the sixtieth parallel "strikes straight across the Behring
Sea" has no more pertinence to this discussion than if His Lordship
bad remarked that the same parallel passe~ through the S'ja of Okhotsk,
which lies to the west of Behring Sea, just as the arm of the North Pacific lies to the east of it. Mr. Middleton was denying Russia's dominion npon a continuous line of coast upon the continent between two
specified points and over the waters washing that coast. There is
such a continuous line of coast between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees
on the Pacific Ocean; but there is no such line of coast on the Behring
Sea, even if you measure from the southernmost island of the Aleutian
chain. In a word, the argument of Lord Salisbury on this point is
based upon a g·eographical impossibility. [See illustrative map on
· opposite page. J
But, if there could be any doubt left as to what coast and to what
waters Mr. Middleton referred, an analysis of the last paragraph of the
fourth protocol will dispel that doubt. When Mr. Middleton declared
that'' the United States have exercised navigation ,in the seas, and commerce
upon the coasts, above mentioned, from the time of their independence," he
makes the same declaration that had been previously made by Mr.
Adams. That declaration could only refer to the northwest coast as I
have described it, or, as Mr. Middleton phrases it, "the continent of
America between the fiftieth and sixtieth degrees of north latituue."
Even His Lordship would not dispute the fact that it was upon this
coast and in the waters washing it that the United States and Great
Britain had exercised free navigation and commerce continuously since
1784. By no possibility could that navigation and commerce have been
in the Behring ~ea. · Mr. :M iddleton, a close student of history, and experienced in diplomacy, could not have declared that the United States
had "exercised navigation" in the Behring Sea, and "commerce upon
its coasts," from the time of their independence. As matter of history,
there was no trade and no navigation (except the navigation of explorers) by the United States and Great Britain in the Behring Sea in 178:1-,
or even at the time these treaties were negotiated.
Captaiu Cook's voyage of exploration ami discovery through the
waters of tllat sea was completed at the close of the 3'ear 1778, and his
''Voyage to the Pacific Ocean" was not published in London nn,til five
JeariS after his death, which occurred at the Sandwich Islands on the
14th of February, 1779. The Pribylofl' Islands were 'first discovered,
one in 1786 and the other in 1787. Seals were taken there for a few
years afterwards by the Lebedef Company, of Russia, subsequently
consolidated into the Hussian-American Company; but the taking of
seals on those islands wast hen discontinued by 1he Russians until1803,
when it was resumed by tLe Hussian-.American Company.
At the time these treaties were negotiated there was only one settlement, and that of l{ussians, on the shores of the Behring ~ea, and the
only trading vessels which had entered that sea were the vessels of the
Russian Fur Company. Exploring expeditions had, of course, entered.
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It is evident, therefore, without further statement, that neither the
vessels of the United States nor of Great Britain nor of any otlJer
power than Russia had traded on the shores of Bebring Sea prior tt··
the negotiations of these treaties. No more convincing proof coul(l be
adduced that these treaties had reference solely to the waters and coasts
of the continent south of thp, Alaskan peninsula-simply the "Pacific
Ocean" and the "north west coast" named in the treaties.
The third article of the British treaty, as printed in the British State
papers, is as follows:
'T he line of demarkation between the possessions of the high contracting parties,
upon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the northwest, shall
be drawn in the manner following:
Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales Island,
which point lies in the parallel of 54° 40' north latitude, an<l between tlle one hundred and thirty-first and the one hundred and thirty-third degree of we.st longitude
(meridian of Greenwich), the said line shall ascend to the north along the channel
called Portland Channel, as far as the point of the continent where it strikes the fiftysixth degree of north latitude; from this last-mentioned point., the line of demarkation shall follow the summit of the mountains sitnnted parallel to the coast, as far as
the 'point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-tirst degree of west longitude
(of the same meridian); and, finally, from the sairl point ·of intersec1ion tlw said
meridian line of the one hundred and forty-first degree, in its prolongn.t ion as far as the Frozen Ocean, shall form the limit between the Russian and the British possessions on the continent of America to the north west.

It will be observed that this article explicitly delimits the boundary
between British America and the Russian possessions. TlJis delimitation is in minute detail ·from 540 40' to tlJe nortlwrn terminus of the
coast known as the northwest coast. When the bonudnry line reaches
that point (opposite 60° n9rth latitude) where it intersects tile one huudred and torty-first degree of west longitude, all particnlarity of description ceases. From that point it is projected directly Northward for
6{)0 or 700 miles without any reference to coast line, without any reference to points of discovery or occupation (for tltere were none in that
interior country), but simply ou a longitudinalliue as far uorth as the
Frozen or Arctic Ocean.
What more striking interpretation of the treaty could there be than
this boundary line itself~ It could not be clearer if the British uegotiators had been recorded as saying to the Russian 11egotiators:
''Here is the northwest coast to wlJich we have disputed )~ our claimsfrom the fifty-first to the sixtieth degree of north latitude. We will
not, in any event, admit your right south of 540 40'. From 540 40' to
the point of junction with the one lmndred and forty-first degTee of
west longitude we will agree to your possesRion of the eoast. Til at wiJJ
cover the dispute between us. As to the body of the coutioent above
the point of intersection at the one hundred and forty-first degree of
longitude, we know nothing, nor do you. It i~ a vast unexplored wilderness. We have no settlements there, and you have none. We
have, therefore, no conflicting interests with your Government. The
simplest division of that territory is to -accept the prolongation of the
one hundred and forty-first degree of longitude to the Arctic Ocean as
the boundary. East of it the territory shall be British. Vvest of it
the territory shall be Russian."
·
And it was ISO finally settled.
Article 4 of the Anglo-Russian treaty is as follows:
With reference to the line of demarkation laid down in the preceding article it is
understood:
l!'irst. That the island called Prince of Wales Island shall belong wholly to Rusoia..
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Second. That wher"Over the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction
parallel to the coast, from the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude to the poiot of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first deg r ee of west longitude, shall prove to
be at the distance of more than 10 marine leagues from the ocean, the lin: it hetween
the British possessions and the line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above
mentioned, shall be formed by ''a line parallel to the windings of the coast, and which
shall never exceed the distance of 10 marine leagues therelrom."

The evident design of this article was to mal{e certain and definite
the boundary line along the line of coast, should there be any doubt as
to that liue as laid do·wn in article 3. It provided that the boundary
line, following the windings of the coast, should never be more than ten
marine leagues therefrom.
The fifth article of the treaty between Great Britain and Russia reads
thus:
It is moreover agreed, that no establishment shall be formed by either of the two
parties within the limits assigned by the two preceding arti cles to th~> possessions
of the other. Consequently, .British sn bj ectA shalluot form any establishment either
upon the coast, or upon the bord•1r of tile cont.inent, comprised within the limits of
tile Russian possessions, as designated in the two preceding arti cles; and, in like
manner, no establishment shall be formed by Russian subjects beyond the said limits.

The plain meaning of this article is that neither party shall make sett lrments within the limits assigned by the third and fourth articles to

the possession of the other. Consequently, the third .and fourth articleR are of supreme importance as making the actual delimitations between the two countries and forbidding each to form any establishments within the limits of the othf'r.
The sixth article of Russia's treaty with Great Britain is as follows:
It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, from whatever quarter
they may arrive, whether from the ocean or from the interior of the continent, shall
forever enjoy the right of navigating freely, and without any hindrance whatever, all
the rivers and streams which, in their couree toward tile Pacific Ocean, may cross
the line of demarkation upon the line of coast described in article 3 of the present
convention.

The meaning of this article is not obscure. The .subjects of Great
Britain, whether arrh'ing from the interior of the continent or from
the ocean, shall enjoy the right of navigating freely all the rivers and
streams which, in their course to the Pacific Ocean, 'may cross the line of
demarkation upon the line of coast described in article three. As is plainly
apparent, the coast referred to in article three is the coast south of the
point of junction already described. Nothing is clearer than the
reason for this provision. A strip of la,n d, at no point wider than ten
nwrine leagues, running aJong the Pacific Ocean from 540 40' to 600
(320 miles by geographical line, by the windings of the coast three
times that distance) was assigned to Russia by the third article. Directly to the east ot this strip of land, or, as might be said, behind it,
lay the British possessions. To shut out the inhabitants of the BritiRh
possessions from the sea by this strip of land would have been not only
unreasonable, but intolerable, to Great Britain. Russia promptly conceded the privilege, and gave to Great Britain the right of navigating
all rivers crossing that strip of laud from 540 40' to the point of intersection with the one hundred and forty-first degree of longitude. Without
this concession the treaty could not have been made. I do not understand that Lord Salisbury dissents from this obvious construction
of the sixth article, for, in his dispatch, he says that the article has
a "restricted bearing," and refers only to "the line of coast described in
article three" (the itali<fS are his own)-and the only line of coast described in article three is the coast from 54° 40' to 600. There is no
H. Ex. 144--3•
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description of the coast above that point stretching along the Behring
Sea-from latitude 600 to the straits of the Behring.
The seventh article of the Anglo-Russian treat.y, whose provisions
have led to the principal contention between the United States and
Great Britain, is as follows:
It is also understood, that for the space of ten years from the signature of the present convention the vessels of the two powers~ or those belonging to their respective
subjects, shall mutually be at liberty to frequent, without any hindrance whatever,
all the inland seas, the gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned in a.rticle 3,
for the purposes of fishing and of trading with the natives.

In the judgment of the Presid-ent the meaning of this article is altogether plain and clear. It provides that for the space of ten years the
vessels of the two powers should mutually be at liberty to frequent all
the in laud seas~ etc., "on the coast mentioned in article 3, for the purpose
of fishing and tradi.ng with the natives." Following out the line of my
argumeut aud the language of the article, I have already maintained
that this privilege could only refer to the coast from 540 40' to the point
of intersection with the one hundred and forty-first degree of west
longitude; that, therefore, British subjects were not granted the right
of frequenting the Behring Sea.
/
Denying this construction, Lord Salisbury says:
I must further dissent from Mr. Blaine's interpretation of article 7 of tbe latter
treaty (British). That article gives to the vessels of the two powers "liberty to frequent all the inland seas, gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned in article
3, for the purpose of tishing and of trading with the natives." The expression ''coast
mentioned in article 3" can only refer to the first words of the article, "the line of
demarkation between the possessions of the high contracting parties upon the coast
of the continent and the islands of America to the northwest shall be drawn," etc.;
that is to ~;ay, it included all the possessions of the two powers on the Northwest
coast of America. For there would have been no sense whatever in stipulating that
Russinu vessels should have freedom of access to the small portion of coast wbicb, by
a later part of the article, is to belong to Russia. And, as bearing on this point, it
will be noticed that article 6, which has a. more restricted bearing, speaks only of
''the subjects of His Britannic Majesty" and of'' the line of coast described in article 3."

It is curious to note the embarrassing intricacies of His Lordship's
language and the erroneous assumption upon which his argument is
based. He admits that the privileges granted in the sixth article to
the subjects of Great Britain are limited to "tlw coast described in article 3 of the treaty." But when he reaches the seventh article, where
the privileges granted are limited to ''the coa:-;t mentiont'd in article 3
of the treaty," His Lordship maintains that the two references do not
mean the same coast at all. The coast described in article 3 and the coast
mentioned in article 3 are therefore, in His Lordship's judgment, entirely
different. The " coast described in article 3" is limited, he admits, by
the intersection of th_e boundary line with the one hundred and fortyfirst degree of longitude, but the "coast mentioned in article 3" stretches
to the straits of Behring.
The third article is, indeed, a very plain one, and its meaning can not
be obscured. Observe that the "line of demarkation" is between the
possessions of both parties on the coast of the continent. Great Britain
had no possessions on the coast-line above the pt1int of junction with
the one hundred and forty-first degree, nor bad she any settlements
above 600 north latitude. South of 600 north latitude was the only
place where Great Britain had possessions on the coast-line. North of
that point her territory bad no connection whatever with the coast either
of the Pacific Ocean or the Behring Sea. It is thus evi<lent that the only
coast referred to in article 3 was this strip of land south of 60° or 59° 30'.
The preamble closes by saying that the line of demarkation between
the possessions on the coast shall be drawn in tlw manner following,"
1

'
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viz: From Prince of Wales !Aland, in 540 40', along Portland Channel
and the summit of the mountains parallel to the coast as far as their intersection U'ith the one hundred and forty-first degree of longitude. After
having de.~cribed ibis line of demarkation between the possessiops of
both parties on the coast, the remaining sentence of the article shows
that,, "finally, from the said point of intersection, the said meridian line
* * * shall form the limit between the Russian and British possessions on the continent of America.~' South of the point of intersection the
article describes a line of demarkation between possessions on the coast;
north of that point of intersection the article designates a meridian
line as the limit bet ween posRessions on the continent. The argument of
Lord Salisbury appears to this Government not only to contradict the
obvious meaning of the seventh and third articles, but to destroy their
logical connection with the other articles. In fact, Lord Salisbury's attempt to make two "coasts out of the one coast referred to in the third
article is not only out of harmony, with the plain provisions of the
Anglo-Russian treaty, but is inconsistent with the preceding part of
his own argument.

These five articles in the British treaty (the third, fourth, fifth, sixth,
and seventh) are expressed with an exactness of meaning which no
argument can change or pervert. In a later part of my note I shall be
able, I think, to explain why the Russian Government elaborated the
treaty with Great Britain with greater. precision and at greater length
than was employed in framing the treaty with the United States. It
will be rem em bererl that between the two treaties there was an interval of more than ten months-the treaty with the Uuited States being
negotiated in April, 1824, and that with Great Britain in February,
1825. During that interval something occurred which made Russia
more careful and more exa~ting in her negotiations with Great Britain
than she bau been with the United States. What was it "€
It is only necessary to quote the third and fourth articles of the
American treaty to prove that less attention was given to their consideration than was given to the formation of the British treaty with
Russia. The two articles in the American treaty are as follows:
ARTICLE III.- It is moreover agreed that, hereafter there shall not be formed by
the citizens of the United States, or under the authority of tne said States, any establishment upon the northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent, to
the north of 54° 40' of north 1ati tud e ; a nd that, in tiJe same manuer, there shall he
none formed uy Russian subjects, or under the authority of Russia, south of the same
parallel.
ART. IV.-It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term of ten years, counting from the signature of the present convention, the ships of both powers, or which
belong to their citizens or subjects, respectively, may reciprocally frequf\nt, without
any hindrance whatever, the interior seas, gulfs, ha1·bors, and creeks, upon the coast
mentioned in the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the
natives of the country.

It will be noted that in the British treaty four articles, with critical
expression of terms, take the place of the third and fourth articles of
the American treaty, which were evidently drafted with an absence of
the cauticn on the part of Russia which marked the work of the Russian plenipotentiaries in the British negotiation.
From some cause, not fully explained, great uneasiness was felt in
certain Russian circles, and especially among the members of the Russian.American Company, when the treaty between Russia and the
United States was made public. The facts leading to the uneasiness
were not accurately known, and from that cause they were exaggerated.
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The Russians who were to be affected by the treaty were in doubt as
to the possible extent implied by the phrase "northwest coast of .America," as referred to in the third and fourth articles. The phrase, as I
have before said, was used in two senses, and they feared it might have
sucll a construction as would carry the American privilege to the straits
of Behring. They feared, moreover, that the uncertainty of the coast
refef'red to in article 3 might, by construction adverse to Russia,
include the Behring Sea among the seas and gulfs mentioned in article
four. If tllat construction should prevail, not only the American coast,
but the coast of Siberia and the Aleutian coasts might also be thrown
open to the ingress of American fishermen. So great and genuine was
their fright that they were able to induce the Hussi.an Government to
demand a fresh discussion of tbe treaty before they would consent to
exchange ratifications.
It is easy, therefore, to discern the facts which caused the difference
in precision between the American and British treaties with Russia, and
which at the same time give conclusive force to the argument steadily
maintained by the Government of the United States. These facts have
thus far only been hinted at, and I have the right to presume that they
have not yet fallen under the observation of Lord Salisbury. The President hopes that after the facts are presented the American contention
will no longer be denied or resisted by Her Majesty's Government.
Nearly ei~:ht months after the Russo-American treaty was negotiated,
and before the exchange of ratifications had yet taken place, tllere was
a remarkable interview between Secretary Adams and the Russian
minister. I quote from Mr. Adams's diary, December 6, 1824:
6th, Monday.-Baron Tuyl, the Russian minister, wrote me a note requesting an
immediate interview, in consequence of instructions received yesterday from his
Court. He came, and, after intimating tllat he was under some embarrassment in
executing his instructions, said that the Russian-American Company, upon learning
the purport of the northwest coast convention concluded last June by Mr. Middleton,
were extremely dissatisfied (ajete de hauts cris), and, by means of their influence, had
preva.iled upon his Government to send him these instructions upon two points. One
was that he should deliver, upon the exchange of the ratifications of the convention,
an explanatory note purporting that the Russian Government did not understand
that the convention would give liberty to the citizens of the United States to tra<ie
on the coast of Siberia and tile Aleutian hlamls. The other was to propose a modification of the convention, by which our vessels shoulcl be prohibited from trading
on the northwest coast north of latitude 57°. With regard to the former of these
points he left with me a minute in writing.

With this preliminary statement Baron Tuyl, in accordanee with
instructions from his Government, submitted to Mr. .Adams the following note:
EXPLANATORY NOTE FROl\£ RUSSIA.

Explanatory note to be presented to the Government of the United States at
the time· of the exchange of ratifications, with 'a view to removing with more certainty all occasion for fn t nre discussions ; :lzy means of which note it will be seen
that the Ale~ttian Islands, the coasts of Siberia, and the Russian Possessions in geneml on the northwest coa8t of AnLerica to f'!) 0 ::30' of nor·th lat-itude are positively excepted from the liberty of hunting, fishing, and commerce stipulated in favor of
citizens of the United States for ter years.
This seems to be only a natural con,..equence of the stipulations agreed upon,
for the coasts of Sibe1'ia are washed by the Bea of Okhotsk, the Sea of Kamschatka,
and t.he Icy Sea, a-nd not by the South Sea mentioned in the first article of the convention of April !1-17 [1824 ]. The Aleutian Islands are alt:!O washed by the Sea of
Kamscbatka, or Northern Ocean.
It is not the intention of Russia to impede the free navigation of the Pacific Ocean.
She would be satisfied with cansin~ to be recognized, as well understood and
placed beyond all manner of don bt, t.he princi pie that heyond 59° :30' no foreign
vessel can approach her coasts and her islands, nor fish or bunt within the distance of two marine leagues. This will not prevent the reception of foreign
vessels which have been damaged or beaten by storm.
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The course pursued by Mr. Adams, aftAr the Russian note had been
submitted to him, is fully told in his diary, from which I again quote:
I tol<l Baron Tuyl that we should be disposed to do every thing to accommorlate the
views of his Government that was in our power, but that a modification of the convention could be made no ot.herwise than by a new convention, and that the construction of the convention as conclnded belonged to other departments of the Government, for which the Executive had no authority to stipnlate. " " " I added that
the convention would be submitted immediatdy to the Senate; that if any thing
affecting its coustrnction, or, still more, mo<lifyiug its meaning, were to be presented
on the part of the Rnssian Government before or at the exchange of the ratifications,
it must be lai(l before the Senate, ancl could hav a no other possible effect than of
starting doubts, and, perhaps, hesitation, in that body, and of f~tvoring the views of
those, if such there were, who might wish to defeat the ratification itself of the convention. " " " If, therefore, he would permit me to suggest to him what I thought
would be his best cunrse, it would be to wait for the exchange of the ratifications,
and make it purely and simply; that afterwards, if the instructions of his Government were imperat1ve, he might present the note, to which I now informed him what
would be, in snustance, my answer. It neces~mrily could not be otherwise. Bnt,
if his instructions left it discretionary with him, be would do still better to inform
his Government of the state of things here, of the purport of our conference, and of
what my answer must be if he should present the note. I believed his Court would
then deem it best that be should not present the note at all. Their apprehension had
bl'en excited by an interest not vn·y j1·iendly to the good understandiRg between the United
States and Bussia. Our merchants wottld not go to tr01~ble the Russians on the coast of
Sibr-ria, or north of the fifty seventh degree of latil'ude, and it was wisest not to put such
fa.ncies into their heacls. At least the Impenal Government might wait to !:lee the opera'tion of the convention before taking any further step, and I was confident they would
hear no complaint resulting from it. If th6y shonld, then would be the time for adjustiug the construction or negotiating a modification of the convention. " • "

The Russian minister was deeply impressed by what Mr. Adams had
said. He had not before clearly perceived the inevitable effect if he
should insist on presenting the note in the form of a demand. He was
not prepared for so serious a result as the destruction or the indefinite
postponement of the treaty between Russia and the United States, and
Mr. Adams readily convinced him that at the exchange of ratifications
no modification of the treaty could be made. The only two courses
open were, first, to ratify; or, second, to refuse, and annul the treaty.
Mr. Adams reports the words of the minister in reply:
.
The Baron said that these ideas had occurred to himself; that be bad made this
application in pursuance of his instructions, but he was aware of the distribution of
poweB in our Coustitution and of the incompetency of the Executive to adjust such
questions. He would therefore wait for the exchange of t.be ratifications without
presenting his notE', and reserve for future consideration whether to present it shortly
afterwards or to inform his Court of what be has done and ask their further instructions upon what be shall definitely do on the subject. " * -¥

As Baron Tuyl surrendered his opinions to the superior judgment of
Mr. Adams, the ratifications of the treaty were exchanged on the 11th
day of January, and on the following day the treaty was formally proclaimed. A fortnight later 1 on January 25, 1825, Baron Tu,yl, following
the instructions of his Government. filed his note in the Denartment of
State. Of course, his act at ·that time did not affect the text of the
treaty; but it placed in the hands of the Government of the United
8tates an unofficial note which significantly told what Russia's construction of the treaty would be if, unhappily, any difference as to its
meaning should arise between the two governments. But Mr. Adams's
friendly intimation removed all danger of dispute, for it conveyed to
Russia the assurance that the treaty, as negotiated, contained, in effect ·
the provisions which the Russian note was designed to supply. From
that time until Alaska, with all its rights of land and water, was transferred to the United States-a period of forty .three yc~ars-no act or
word on the part of either government ever impeached the full validity

-
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of the treaty as it was understood both by Mr. Adams and by Baron
Tuy l at the time it was formally proclaimed.
While these important matters were transpiring in Washington, negotiat.ions beween Russia and England (ending in tile treaty of 1825) were
in progress in St. Petersburg. The instructions to Baron Tuyl concerning the Russian-American treaty were fully reflected in the care with
which the Anglo-Russian treaty was constructed, a fact to which I have
already adverted in full. Tpere was, indeed, a possibility that the true
meaning of the treaty with the United States might be misunderstood,
and it was therefore the evident purpose of the Russian Government to
make the treaty with England so plain and so clear as to leave no room
for doubt and to baffle all attemps at misconstruction. The Go¥ernment of the United States finds the full advantage to it in the caution
taken by Russia in 1825, and can therefore quote the Anglo-Russian
treaty, with the utmost confidence that its meaning can not be changed
from that clear, unmistakable text, which, throughout all the articles,
sustains the American contention.
The "explanatory note" filed with this Government by Baron Tuyl
is so plain in its text that, after the lapse of sixty six years, the exact
meaning can neither be misapprehended nor misrepresented. It draws
the tlistinction between the Pacific Ocean and the waters now known as
the Behring Sea so particularly and so perspicuously that no answer
can be made to it. It will bear the closest analysis in every particular.
"It is not the intention of Russia to impede the free navigation of the
Pacific Ocean!" This frank and explicit statement shows with what
entire good faith Russia had withdrawn, in both treaties,Jile offensive
Ukase of Alexander, so far as the Pacific Ocean was made subject to it.
Another avowal is eqNally explicit, viz, that" the coast of 'Siberia, the
northwest coast of America to 59° 30' of north latitnde [that is, down
to 59° 30', the explanatory note reckoning from north to south], and the
Aleutian Islands are positively excepted from the liberty of hunting,
fishing, and commerce stipulated in favor of citizens of the United
States for ten years." The reason given for this exclusion is most sig·nificant in connection with the pending discussion, namely, that the
coasts of Siberia are washed by the Sea of Okhotsk, the Sea of Kamschatka, and the Icy Sea, and not by the "South Sea" [Pacific Ocean 1
mentioned in the first article of the convention of April5-17, 1824. The
Aleutian Islands are also washed by the Sea of Kamschatka, or Northern Ocean (Northern Ocean being used in contradistiuctwn to Soutil
Sea or Pacific Ocean). Tile liberty of huuting, fishing, and commerce,
mentioned in the treaties, was therefore confined to the coast of the
PacificOcean south of 59° 30' both to the United States and Great Britain. It must certainly be apparent now to Lord Salisbury that Russia
never intended to include the Behring Sea in the phrase "Pacific
Ocean." The American argument on that question has been signally
vindicated by the official declaration of the Russian Government.
In addition to the foregoing, Russia claimed jurisdiction of two marine
leagues from the shore in the Pacific Ocean, a point not finally insi8ted
upon in either treaty. The protocols, however, show that Great Britain
was willing to agree to the two marine leagues, but the United States
- was not; and, after the concession was made to the United States, .1\'Ir.
G. Canning in~isted upon its being_ made to Great Britnin also.
In the interview between the American Secretary of State and the
Russian minister, in December, 1824, it is worth noting tllat Mr. Adams
believed that the application made by Baron Tuyl had its origin "in
the apprehension of the Court of Russia which had been caused by an
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interest not very friendly ' to the good understanding brtween the
U niten States and Russia." I presume no one need be told that the
reference here made by Mr. Adams was to .the Government of Great
Britain; that the obvious effort of the British Government at that time
was designed to make it certain that the United States should not have
the power in the waters and on the shores of Behring Sea which, Lord
~..'JaliJJbury now argues, had undoubtedly been given both to the United States
.
and Great B1·itain by the treaties.
It is to be remembered that Mr. Adams's entire argument was to quiet
Baron Tuyl with the assurance that the treaty already negotiated was,
in effect. just what the Russian Government desired it to be by the incorporation of the ''explanatory note" of which Baron Tuyl was the
bearer. l\Ir. Adams was not a man to seize an advantage merely by
cunning construction of language, which might have two meanings. Be
was determined to l'emove the hesitation and distrust entertained for
the moment by Russia. He went so far, indeed, as to give an assurance
that American ships would not go above 570 nortlt latitude (Sitka). aJHl
be did not want the text of the treaty so changed as to mention the facts
contained in the explanatory note, because, speaking of the hunters and
the fisllermen, it ''was wisest not to put such fancies into their heads."
It is still further noticeable that Mr. Adams, in his sententious expression, spoke of the treaty in his interview with Baron Tuyl as '"the
northwest coast convention." This closely descriptive phrase was
enough to satisfy Baron rruyl that Mr. Adams had not taken a false
view of the true limits of the treaty and had not attempted to exteud
the privileges granted to the United States a single inch beyond their
plain and honorable intent.
The three most confident assertions made by Lord Salisbury, and
regarded by him as unanswerable, are, in his own language, the following:
(1) That Englanrl refused to admit any part of the Russian claim asserted by the
Ukase of 1821 of a maritime jurisdiction and exclusive rigllt of fislling throughout
the whole extent of that claim, from Behring Straits to the fifty-first parallel.
(2) 'I'hat. the ·Convention of 1825 was regarded on both sides as a renunciation on
the part of Russia of that claim in its entirety.
(3) 'I'hat, though Behring Straits were known and specifically provided for, Behring Sea was not known by tlla.t name, but was regarde::l as a part of the Pacific
Ocean.

Tlle explanatory note of the Russian Government disproves and denies in detail these three assertious of Lord Sali~bnry. I think they
are completely disproved by the facts recited in this dispatch, but tlle
explanatory note is a specific cont,rauiction of each one of them.

The" inclosures" which accompanied Lord Salisbury's dispatch, and
which are quoted to strengthen his arguments, seem to me to sustain,
in a remarkable manner, the position of tlle United States. The first
inclosure is a dispatch from Lord Londonderry to Count Lieven, nussian minister at London, dated Foreign Office, January lt3, 1822. The
first paragra.pb of this dispatch is as follows:
The undersigned has the honor to ~cknowledge the note addressed to him by B11ron
de Nicolai of the 1~th of September la:>t, covering a copy of a ~Jkase issued by his
imperial master, Emperor of all the Rnssia~, bearin~ nate 4t.h Beptember, 1821, for
various pnrposes therein set forth 1 especially conneeted with the te1Tit01'ial1··i ghts of his
Crown on the nol'thwel!t coast of America b01·daing on the Pacific Ocean, and the commel'ce
and navigation of His Irnpe1··i al Majesty's subjects in the seas adjacent thereto.
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It is altogether apparent that this dispatch is limited to the withdrawal of the provi:sions of the Ukase issued by the Emperor Alexan.
der, especially connected with the territorial rights 01't the northwest coast
bordering on the Pacific Ocean. Evidently Lord Londonderry makes no
reference, direct or indirect, to the Behring Sea. 'rbe whole scope of
his contention~ as defined by himself, lies outside of the field of the
present dispute between the British and American governml'nts. Tllis
Government heartily agrees with Lord Londonderry's form of stating
the question.
The Duke of Wellington was England's representative iu "the Congress of Verona, for which place he set out in the autumn of 1822. His
iustructions from Mr. G. Canning, British secretary of foreign affairs, followed the precise line indicated by Lord Londonderry in the
dispatch above quoted. This is more plainly shown by a "memorandum on the Russian Ukase" delivered by the Dnke on the 17th of October to Count Nesselrode, Russia's rei)resentative at Verona. Tlle
Duke was arguing against the Ukase of Alexander as it affected British interests, and his language plainly shows that he confined himself
to the "north west coast of America bordering on the Pacific Ocean."
. To establish this it is only necessary to quote the followiug paragraph
from the Duke's memorandum, viz:
Now, we can prove that the English Northwest Company and the Hudson's Bay
Company have for many years established forts and other trading places in a country
called New Caledonia, situated to the west of a range of mountains called the Hocky
Mountains and extending along the sho1·es of the Pacific Ocean from latitnde 49° to
latitude 60° north.

The Duke of Wellington always went directly to the point at issue,
and he was evidently not concerning himself about any sn bject other
than the protection of the English territory south of the Alaskan
peninsula and on the northwest coast bordering on the Pacific Ocean.
England owned no territory on the coast north of the Ala:::;kan peninsula, and hence there was no reasou for connecting the coast above the
peninsula in any way with the question before the Congress. Evidently
the Duke did not, in the remotest manner, connect tlle su hject he was
disc,Issing with the . waters or the shores of the Behring Sea.
The most significant and important of all the inclosures is No. 12, in
whjch Mr. Stratford Canning, the British negotiator at St. Petersburg,
communicated, under date of March 1, lb25, to 1\lr. G. Canning, minister of Foreign Affairs, the text of the treaty between EnglandandRussia.
Some of Mr. Stratford Canning's statements are ver;y important. In
the second paragraph of his letter he makes the following statement:
The line of demarkation along the 1trip of land on the northwest coast of America,
assigned to Russia, is laid down in the convention agreeably to your directions.

* * *

After all, then, it appears that the "~trip of land," to which we have
already referred more than once, was reported by the English plenipotentiary at St. Petersburg. This clearl~ and undeniably exhibits the
field of controversy between Russia and England, even if we bad uo
other proof of the fact. It was solely on the north west coast bordering
on the Pacific Oceau, and not in the Behring Sea at all. It is the same
strip of land which the United States acquired in the purchase of Alaska,
and runs fmm fi40 40' to GOO north latittHle -- tbe same strip of land
which gaye to British America, Ising behind it) a free access to the

ocean.
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1tir. Stratford Canning also communicated, in his Jetter of March 1,
the following:
With respect to Behring's Straits, I am happy to have it in my power to assure :yon,
on the joint authority of the Ru ssian plenipotentiaries, that the Empm·oT of .Russia
has no inttnfion whatevm· of rnaintaining any exclusi1'e clairn to the na'vigation of those
Btraits o1· of the seas to the north of them.

This assurance from the Emperor of Russia is of that kind where the
power to give or to withhold is absolute. If the treaty of 1825 between
Great Britain and Russia had conceded such rights in the Behring
waters as Lord Salisbury now claims, why was Sir Stratford Canning
so ''happy" to "have it in his power to assure" the British foreign office, on "the autlwrity of two Hussian plenipotentiaries," that "the
Emperor had no intention of maintaining an exclusive claim to the
navigation of the Behring Straits," or of the" seas to the north of them."
The suts to the south of the straits were most significantly not included
in the Imperial assurance. The English statesmen of that day had, as
I have before remarked, attempted the abolition of the Ukase of Alexander only so far as it afl'eeted the coast of the Pacific Ocean from the
fifty-first to tlw sixtieth degree of north latitude. It was left in full
force on the shores of the Behring Sea. There is no proof whatever
that the Russian Emperor annulled it there. 'l1 hat sea, from east to
west, is 1,300 miles in extent; from north to south it is 1,000 miles in
extent. The whole of this great body of water, under the Ukase, was
left open to the world, except a strip of 100 miles from the shore. But
with these,100 miles enforced on all the coasts of the Behring Sea it
would be obviously impossible to approach the straits of Behring, which
were less than 50 miles in extreme width. If enforced strictly, the
Ukase would cut off all vessels from passing through the straits to the
ArctiL: Ocean. If, as Lord Salisbury claims, the Ukase had been withdrawn from the entire Behring coast, as it was between the fifty-firHt
and sixtieth degrees on the Pacific coast, what need would there have
been for Mr. Stratford Canning, the English plenipotentiary, to seek a
favor from Russia in regard to passing through the straits into the Arctic
Ocean, where scientific expeditions and whaling vessels desired to go~
I need not review all the inclosures; but I am sure that, properly
analyzed, they will all show that the subject-matter touched only the
settlement of the dispute on the northwest coast, from the fifty-first to
the sixtieth dt'gree ot north latitude. In other words, they related to
the contest whieh was finally adjusted by the establishment of the line
of 54° 40', which marked the boundary between .Russian and English
territory at the time of the Anglo-Russian treaty, as to-day it marks
the line of division between Alaska and British Uolumbia. But that
question in no way touched the Behring Sea; it was confined wholly to
the Pacific Ocean and the North west coast.

Lord Salisbury has deemed it proper, in his dispatch, to call the attention- of the Government of the United States to some elementary
prineiple8 of international law touching the freedom of the seas. For
our uetter instruction he gives sundry extracts from Wheaton and
Kent-our most eminent pubiicist,s-and, for further illustration~ quotes
from the dispatches of Secretaries Seward and Fish, all maintaining the
well known principle t4~t a nation's jurisdicti<Jn over the sea is limited
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to three marine miles from its shore line.
tions, His Lordship says :

Commenting on these quota·

A claim of jurisdiction over the open sea which is not in accordance with the recognized principles of international law or usage may1 of conrse, be asserted by force,
but can not be said to have any legal validity as against the vessels of other countries, except in so far as it is positively admitted in conventional agreements with
those countries.

The United States, having the most extended sea-coast of all the
nations of the world, may be presumed to have paid serious attention
to the laws and usages which define and limit maritime jurisdiction.
The course of tllis Government bas been uniformly in favor of upholding the recognized law of nations on that subject. While Lord Salisbury's admonitions are received in good part by this Governmeut, we
feel justified in asking His Lordship if the Government of Great Britain
bas uniformly illustrated these precepts by example, or whether she has
not established at least one notable precedent which would justify us
in making greater demands upon Her Majesty's Government touching
the Behring Sea than either our necessities or our desires have ever
suggested~ The precedent to which I refer is contaiued in the following narrative:
Napoleon Bonaparte fell into the power of Great Britain on the :.flth
day of July, 1815. The disposition of the illustrious prisoner was
primarily determined by a treaty negotiated at Paris on the 2d of the
following August between Great. Britain, Russia, Prussia, and .Au8tria.
By that treaty "the custody of Napoleon is specially intrusted to the
British Government." The choice of the place and of the measures
which could best secure the prisoner were especially reserved to His
Britannic Majesty. In pursuance of this power, Napoleon was promptly
sent by Great Britain to the island of St. Helena as a prisoner for life.
Six months after he reached St. Helena the British Parliament enacted
a special and extraordinary law for the purpose of making his detention
more secure. It was altogether a memorable statute, and gave to the
British governor of the island of St. Helena remarkable powers over
the property and ·r ights of other nations. The statute contains eight
long sections, and in the fourth section assumes the power to exclude
ships of any nationality, not ouly from landing on the island, but forbids them " to hover within 8 leagues of the coast of the island."
The penalty for hovering within 8 leagues of the coast is the forfeiture
of the ship to His Majesty the King of Great _Britain, on trial to be
bad in London, and the offense to be the same as if committed in t.he
county of Middlesex. This power was not assumed by a military commander, pleading the silence of law amid the clash of arms; nor was it
conferred by the power of civil Government in a crisis of public danger.
It was a Parliamentary enactment in a season of profound peace that
was not broken in Europe by war among the great Powers for eig·ht
and thirty years thereafter. [See inclosure 0.]
The British Government thus assumed exclusive and absolute control over a considerable section of the South Atlantic Ocean, lying
directly in the path of the world's commerce, near the capes which mark
the southernmost points of both hemispheres, over the waters which
for centuries had connected the shores of all continents, and afforded
the commercial highway from and to all the ports of the world. The
body of water thus controlled, in the form of a circle nearly 50 miles in
diameter, was scarcely less than 2,000 square miles in extent; and
whatever ship dared to tarry or hover within tl-1is arf'a might, rrgardless of its nationality, be forcibly seized auu SULUlllarily forfeited to the
Bdtish King.
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The United States had grave and special reasons for resenting this
peremptory assertion of power by Great Britain. On the 3d day of
July, 1815, a fortnight after the battle of Waterloo and twelve days
bdore Napoleon became a prisoner of war, an important commercial
treaty was concluded at Loudon between the United States and Great
Britain. It was the sequel to the Treaty of Ghent, which was concluded some six months before, and was remarkable, not only from the
character of its provisions, but from the eminence of the American
negotiators-John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, and Albert Gallatin.
Among other provisions of this treaty relaxing the stringent colonial
policy of England was one which agreed that American ships should be
admitted and hospitably received at the island of St. Helena. Before
the ratifications of the treaty were exchangPd, in the following N overn.ber, it was determined that Napoleon should be sent to St. Helena.
England thereupon decliued to ratify the treaty unless the United
States should surrender the provision respecting that island. After
that carne the stringent enactment of Parliament forbidding vessels to
hover within 24 miles of the island. The United States was already a
great commereial power~ She had 1,400,000 tons of shipping; more
than five hu11dred suips bearing her flag were engaged in trade around
the capes. Lonl Salisbury has had much to say abont the liberty of
the seas, but these fiTe hundred American ships were denied the liberty
of the seas in a space 50 miles wide in the South Atlantic Ucean by the
express authority of Great Britain.
'l'ue act of Parliament which asserted this power over the sea was to
be in force as long as Napoleon should live. Napoleon was born the
same year with Wellington, and was therefore but forty-six years of
age when be was sent to St. Helena. His expectation of life was then
as good as that of the Duke, who lived untill852. The order made in
April, 1816, to obstruct free navigation in a section of the South Atlantic
might, therefore, have been in force for the period of thirty-six years,
if not longer. It actually proved to be for five years only. Napoleon
· died in 1821.
It is hardly conceivable that tlle same nation which exercised this
authority in the broad Atlantic over which, at that very time, eight
huuclred millions of people made their commercial exchanges, should
deny the right of the United States to assume control over a limited
area, for a fraction of each year, in a sea which lies far beyond the line of
trade, whose silent waters were never cloven by a commercial prow,
whose uninhabited shores have no port of .entry and could never be approached on ala wful errand under any other flag than that of the United
States. Is this Gorvenment to understand that Lord Salisbury justifies the course of England~ Is this Government to understand that
Lord Salisbury maintains the right of England, at her will and pleasure,
to obstruct the high way of commerce in mid-ocean, and that she will at
the same time interpose objections to the United States exercising her
jllrisdiction beyond the 3-mile limit, in a remote and unused sea, for tho
sole purpose of preserving the most valuable fur seal fishery in the
world, from remediless destruction~
.
lf Great Britain shall consider that the prec~dent set at St. Helena of
obstruction to the navigable waters of the ocean is too remote for present (]notation, I invite her attention to one still in existence. Even
to-day, while Her Majesty's Government is aiding one of her colonies to
dt>stroy the American seal fisheries, another colony, with her consent,
has established a pead fist ery in an area of the Indian Ocean, GOO miles
H.Ex. 33-11
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wide. And so complete is the assumption of power that, according to
Sir George Baden Powell, a license fee is collected from the vessels engaged in the pearl fisheries in the open ocean. The asserted power goes
to the extent of making foreign Yessels that have procured their pearls
far outside the 3-mile limit pay a heavy tax when the vessels enter an
Australian port to land cargoes and refit. Thus the foreign vessel is
hedged in on both sides, and is bound to pay the tax under British law,
because., as Sir George Bauen-Powell intimates, the voyage to another
port woulu probably be more expensive than the tax. I quote further
from Sir George to show the extent to which British assumption of
power over the Ocean has gone:
The right to charge these dues auu to exercise this control outside the 3--mile limit
is based on an aet of the Federal Council of Anstralasia, which (Federal Council act,
1885, section 15) enacts that 1he council shall have legi&lative antl.Jority, intm· alia,
in respect of fisheries in Australian watm·8 outside te1Tilorial limits. In 1&89 this council
passed an act to " regulate the pearl shell aud beche de mm· fisheries in Australian
waters adjacent to the colony of ·western Australia." In 1888 a similar act had been
passed, dealing with the fisheries in the seas adjacent to Queensland (un the east
coast).

I am directed by the President to say that, on behalf of the United
States, he is willing to adopt the text useu in the act of Parliament to
exclude ships from hovering nearer to the island of St. Helena than
eight marine leagues, or he will take the example cited by Sir George
Baden-P0well, where, by permission of Her MajeRty's Government,
control over a part of the ocean 600 miles wide is to-day authorized by
.Anstralian law. The President will ask the Government of Great
Britain to agree to the distance of twenty marine leagues-within which
110 ship shall hover around the islands of St. Paul and St. George,
from the 15th of May to the 15th of October of each year. This will
prove an effective mode of preserving the seal fisheries for the use of
the ciYihzed world-a mode which, in view of Great Britain's assumption of power over the open ocean, she can not with consistency decline.
Great Britain prescribed eight leagues at St. Helena; but the obvious
necessities in the Behring Sea wil1, on the basis of this precedent,
justify twenty le3gues for the protection of the American seal fisheries.
The United States desires only such control over a limited extent of
the waters in the Behring Sea, for a part of each year, as will be sufficient to insure the protection of the fur seal fisheries, already injured, possibly, to an irreparable extent b,y the intrusion of Canadian vessels,
sailing with the encouragement of Great Britain and protected by her
flag. The gravest wrong is committed when (as in many instances is
the case) American citizens, refusing obedience to the laws of their own
country, have gone into partnership with the British flag and engaged
in the destruction of the seal fisheries which belong to the United States.
So general, so notorious, and so shamelessly avowed bas this practice
b_ecome that last season, according to the report of the American consul
at Victoria, when the intruders assembled at Ounalaska on the 4th of
July, previom; to entering Behring Sea, the day was eelebrated iu a patriotic and spirited manner by the American citizens, who, at the time,
were protected by the British flag in their violation of the laws of their
own country.
With such agencies as these, devised by the Dominion of Canada and
rJrotected by the flag of Great Britain, American rights and interests
have, within the past four years, been damaged to the extent of millions of dollars, with no corresponding gain to those who caused tLe
loss, From 1870 to 1890 the seal fiflleries-carefully guarded and pre-
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served-yielded one hundred thousand skins each year. The Canadian
intrusions began in 1886, and so great has been the tlamage resulting
from their ue:structiou of ~eal life iu the opeu sea surrounding the
Pribylofl' Islands, that in 1890 the Government of the United States
limited the Alaska Company to sixty thousand seals. But the company
was able to secure only twenty one thousand seals. Under the same
evil influences that have been act.ive now for five seasons the seal fisheries will soon be utterly destro;yed. Grerrt Britain has been informed,
advised, warned over and over again, of the evil effects that would flow
from her course of action; but, against testimony that amounts to
demonstration, she has preferred to abide by personal representations
from Ottawa., by reports of commissioners who examiued nothing and
heard nothing, except the testimony of those engaged in the business
against which the United States has earnestly protested. She may
possibly be convinced of the damage if she will send an intelligent
commissioner to the Pribvloff Islands.
In general answer to
these facts, Great Britain annonnces that
she is willing to settle the dispute by arbitration. Her proposition iH
contained in the following paragraph, which I quote in full:

all

I have to request that you will communicate a copy of this dispatch, and of its inclosures, to Mr. Bbine. You will state that Her Majesty's Government have no desire
whatever to refuse to the United :::\tutes any jurisdiction in Behring Sea which was
conceded by Gnat Britain to Russia, and which properly accrues to the present possessors of Alaska in virtue of treaties or the law of nations; .aud t!Jat, if the United
States Government, after examination of the eddence and argnments which I have
produced, still differ from them as to ~he legality of the n.>CPI!t captures in that sea,
they are ready to agree that the question, with the issnes that depe!ld upon it, should
be referred to impartial arbitration. You wiH in that case be authorized to consider,
in concert with Mr. llla.ine, t,he method of procedure to he followeu.

In his annual message, sent to Congress on the first of the present
month, the President, speaking in relation to the Bellring Sea question,
said:
The offer to submit the question to arbitration, as proposed by Her Majesty't-J Government, has not been accepted, for tLe reason that tile form of suumission proposeu
is not thought to be calculated to assure a conclusion satisfacto1·y to either party.

In the judgment of the President, nothing of importance would be
settled by proving that Great Britain conceded no jurisdiction to Russia
over the seal fisheries of the Behring· Sea. It might as well be proved
that Russia conceded no jurisdiction to England over the H.iver Thames.
By doing nothing in each case every thing is conceded. In neither case
is anything asked of the other. "Concession," as used here, means
simply acquiescence in the rightfulness of the title, and that is the only
form of concession which Russia asked ofGreat Britain or which Great
Britain gave to Russia.
'l'he second ofl'er of Lord Salisbury to arbitrate, amounts simply to a
submission of the question whether any country has a right to extend
its jurisdiction more than one marine league from the shore' No oue
disputes tllat, as a rule; but the question is whether there may not be
exceptions whose enforcement does not interfere ·with those lliglt \vays
of commerce which the necessities and usage of the world have marked
out. Great Britain, when she desired an exception, did not stop to
consider or regard the inconvenience to which the commercial world
might be subjected. Her exception placed an obstacle in the highway
between continents. The United States, in protecting the seal fisheries,
will not interfere with a single sail of commerce on any sea of the globe.
It will mean something tangible, in the President's opiuion, if Great
Britain will consent to arbitrate the real questions which have ueen
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under discussion between the two Governments for the last four years.
I shall endeavor to state what, in the judgment of the President, those
issues are:
·
First. What exclusive jurisdiction in the sea now known as the
Behring Sea, and what exclusive rights in the seal fisheries
therein, did Russia assert and exercise prior and up to the time
of the cession of Alaska to the United States¥
Second. How far were. these claims of jurisdiction as to the
seal fisheries recognized and conceded by Great Britain¥
Third. Was the body of water now kuown as the Behring Sea
included in the phrase ''Pacific Ocean," as used in the Treaty of
1825 between Great Britain and Russia; and what rights, if any,
in the Behring Sea were given or conceded to Great Britain by
the said treaty!
Fourth. Did not all the rights of Russia as to jurisdiction, and
as to the seal fisheries in Behring Sea east of the water boundary, in the treaty between the United States and Russia of March
30, 1867, pass unimpaired to the United States under that treaty¥
Fifth. What are now the rights of the United States as to the
fur seal fisheries in the waters of the Behring Sea outside of the
ordinary territorial limits, whether such rights grow out of the
cession by Russia of any special rights or jurisdiction held by
her in such fisheries or in the waters of Behring Sea, or out of
the ownership of the breeding islands and the habits of the seals
in resorting thither and rearing their young thereon and going
out from the islands for food, or out of any other fact or incident
connected with the relation of those Seal Fisheries to the territorial possessions of the United States¥
Sixth. If the determination of the foregoing questions shall
leave the subject in t·mch position that the concurrence of ftreat
Britain is necessary in prescribing regulations for the killing of
the fur seal in any part of the waters of Behring Sea, than it shall
be further determined: First, bow far, if at all, outside the ordinary territorial limits it is necessary that the United States
should exercise an exclusive jurisdiction in order to protect the
seal for the time living upon the islands of the United States and
feeding therefrom¥ Second, whether a closed season (during
which the killing of seals in the waters of Behring Sea outside
the ordinary territorial limits shall be prohibited) is necessary
to save the seal fishing industry, so valuable and important to
mankind, from deterioration or destruction¥ And, if so, third,
what months or parts of mouths should be included in such season, and over what waters it should extend¥
.T be repeated assertions that the Government of the United States
deman<ls that the Behring Sea be pronounced mare clausum, are without foundation. Tlle GmTernrnent has never claimed it and never desired it. It expressly disavows it. At the same time the United States
does not lack abundant authority, according to the ablest exponents of
International law, for holding a small section of the Behring Sea for
the protection of the fur seals. Controlling a comparatively restricted
area of water for. that one specific purpose is by no means the equivalent of declaring the sea, or any part thereof, mare clausum. Nor is it
by any means so serious an obstruction as Great Britain assumed to
make in the South Atlantic, nor so gronndlesH an interference with the
common law of the sea as is maintained by British authority to-day in
the Indian Ocean. · The Pre~ident does not, however, desire the long
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postponement which an examination of legal authprities from Ulpian
to Phillimore and Kent would involve. He finds his own views well expressed by Mr. Phelps, our late minister to England, when, after failingto secure a just arrangement with Great. Britain touching the seal
fisheries, he wrote the f0llow\ng in his closing communication to his own
Government, September 1~, 11)88:
Much learning bas been expended upon the discussion of the abstract question of
the right of ma1·e clausum. I do not conceive it to be applicable to the present case.
Here is a valuable fishery, and a large and, if properly managed, permanent industry, the property of the nations on whose shores it is carried on. It is proposed by
the colony of a foreign nation, in defiance of the joint remonstrance of all the countrieH interested, to destroy this business by the indiscriminate slaughter and extermination of the animal~:~ in question, in the open neighboring sea, during the period
of gestation, when the common dictates of humaTJ.ity ought to protect them, were
there no interest at all inYolved. And it is suggtsted that we are prevented from defending ourselves against such depredations because the sea at a certain distance ftom
the coast is free.
The same line of argument would take under its protection piracy and the slave
trade when prosecuted in the open sea, or would justify one nation in destroying the
commerce of another by placing dangerous obstructions and direlicts in the open sea
near its coasts. There are many things that can not be allowed to be done on the
open sea with impunity, and against which every sea is mm·e clausum; and the right
of self-defense as to person and property prevails there as fully as elsewhere. If the
fish upon the Canadian coasts could be destroyed by scattering poison in the open sea
adjacent with some small profit to those engaged in it, would Canada, upon the just
principles of international law, be held defenseless in such a caseY Yet that process
would be no more destructive, inhuman, and wanton than this.
If precedents are wanting for a defense so necessary and so proper, it is because
prPcedents for such a course of conduct are likewise unknown. The best international law has arisen from precedents that have been established wheu the jnst occasion for theru arose, undeterred by the discussion of abstract and inadequate rules.

I have the honor to be, sir, with the highest consideration, your obedient servant,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
[Inclosure A.]

CONVENTION* BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND RUSSIA RELATIVE
TO NAVIGATION, FISHING, AND TRADING IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN
AND TO ESTABLISHMENTS ON THE NORTHWEST COAST.
Concluded Ap1·U 17, 1824; ratifications exchanged at Wash,i ngton Januaty 11, 1825;
p1·oclaimed Janua1·y 12, 1825.

In the name of the Most Ho1y and Invisible Trinity.
The President of the United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of all
the l{ussias, wishiug to cement the bonds of amity whicil unite them, and to secure
between them the invariable maintenance of a perfect concord, by means of the present convention, have named as their Plenipotentiaries to this effect, to wit:
The President of the United States of America, Hemy Middleton, a citizen of said
States, and their Envoy Extraordinary aud Minister Plenipotentiary near his Imperial Majesty; and His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russi as, his beloved~ and
faithful Charles Robert Count of Nesselrode, actual Privy Counsellor, Member of the
Council of State, Secretary of State directing the administration of Foreign Affairs,
a.ctual Chamberlain, Knight of the Order of St. Alexander Nevsky, Grand Cross of
the Order of St. Wladimir of the first class, Knight of that of the White Eagle of
Poland, Grand Cross of the Order of St. Stephen of Hungary, Knight of the Orders
of the Holy Ghost and St. Michael, and Grand Cross of the Legion of Hun or of !<'ranee,
Knight Grand Cross of the Orders of the Black and of the Red Eagle of Prussia, of
the Annunciation of Sardinia, of Charles III of Spain, of St. Fenlinand and of Merit
of Naples, of the Elephant of Denmark, of the Polar Star of Sweden, of the Crown of
Wlirtem berg, of the Guelpbs of Hanover, of the Belgic Lion, of Fidelity of Baden, and
of St. Constantine of Parma; and Pierre de Poletica, actual Counsellor of State,
Knight of the Order of St. Anne of the first class, and Grand Cross of the Order of St.
Wladimir of the second ;
*Translation from the original, which is in the French language.
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Who, after having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form havt.'t
upon and signe~ the following stipulations:

~tgreed

ARTICLE I.
It is agreed that, in any part of the Great Ocean, commonly calleJ. the Pacific
Ocean, or South Sea, the respective citizens or snbjects of the high contracting
Powers shall be neither disturbed nor restra.inecl, either in navigation or in fishing, or
in the power of resorting to the coasts, upon points which may not already have Leen
occupied, for the purpose of trading with the natives, saving always the restrictions
and conditions determined by the following articles.

ARTICLE II.
With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fishing exercised upon
the Great Ocean by the citizens and sn bjects of the high contracting Powers from be
coming the pretext for an illicit trade, it is agreed that the citizens of the United
States shall not resort to any point where there is a Russian establishment, without
the permission of the govemor or commander; and that, reciprocally, the subjects of
R,u ssia shall not resort, without permission, to any establishment of the United States
upon the Northwest coast.
ARTICLE III.
It is moreover agreed that, hereafter, there shall not be formed by the citizens of
the United States, or onder the authority of the said States, any establishment upon
the northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent, to the north of
fifty-four degress and forty minutes of north latitude; and t !1at, in the same manner,
there shall be none formed by Russian subjects, or under the authority of Russia,
south of the same parallel.
ARTICLE IV.
It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term often years, connting from the signattVe of the present convention, the ships of both Powers, or which belong to their
citizens or subjects respectively, may reciprocally frequent, without any hindrance
whatever, the interior seas, gulfs, harbors, and creeks, upon the coast mentioned in
the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the natives ·of the
country.
·
ARTICLE V.

All spirituous liquors, fire-arms, other arms, powder, and munitions of war of every
kind, are always excepted from this same commerce permitted by the preceding article; and the two Powers engage, reciprocally, neither to sell, nor snffer them to be
sold, to the natives by their respective citizens and subjects, nor by any person who
may be under their authority. It is likewise stipulated that this restriction shall
never afford a pretext, nor be advanced, in any case, to authorize either search or
detention of the vessels, seizure of the merchandise, or, in fine, any measnres of
constraint whatever towards the merchants or the crews who may carry on this.
commerce; the high contracting Powers reciprocally reserving to themselves to
determine upon the penalties to be incurred, and to inflict the punishments in case
of the contravention of this article by their respective citizens or subjects.
ARTICLE VI.
When this convention shall have been duly ratified by the President of the United
States, with the advice and consent of the Senate, on the one part, and, on the other,
by His MaJesty the Emperor of all the Russias, the ratification~ shall be exchanged
at Washington in the space of ten months from the date below, or sooner if possible.
In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this convention, anu
thereto affixed the seals of their arms.
Done at St. Petersburg the 17-5 April, of the year of Grace one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four.
[~EAL.]

[SEAL.]

[SEAL.]

HENRY MIDDLETON.
DE NESSELRODE.

Le Coote CHARLES

PIERRE DE POLE'fiCA.
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CONVENTION BETWEEN GREA·f BRITAIN AND RUSSIA.
S·igned at St. PetersbUJ·g, Feb1·ua1·y 28-16, 1825; p1·esented to PaTliarnent May 16, 1825.
In the name of the Most Holy and Unrlivided Trinity.
His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and
His Majesty the Emperor of all the Rnssias, l1eing desirous of drawing still closer the
ties of good understancling and friendship which unite them, by means of an agreement which may settle, upon the basis of reciprocal con~enience, different points
connected with the commerce, navigation, and fisheries of their subjeets on the Pacific Ocean, as well as the limits of their respective possessions on the Northwest
coast of America, have named Plenipotentiaries to conclude a convention for this purpose, that is to say: His Majesty the King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, the Right Honorable Stratford Canning, a member of his said Majesty's
Most Honorable Privy Council, etc., and His MajAsty the Emperor ot all theRussias,
the Sienr Charles Robert Connt de Nesselrode, His Imperial Majesty's Pr·ivy Councillor, a member of tho Council of the Empire, Secretary of State for the department of
:Foreign Affairs, etc., and the Sienr Pierre de Poletica, His Imperial Majesty's Councillor of State, etc. Who, after having communicated to each other their respective
full powers, found in good and. due form, have agreed upon and signed the following
articles:
I.-It is agreed that the respective subject~ of the high contracting Parties shall
not be t.roubled or molested, in any part of the ocean, commonly called the Pacific
Ocean, either in navigating the same, in fishing therein, or in landing at such parts
of the coast as shall not have been already occupied, in order to trade with the natives, under the restrictions and conditions specified in the following articles.
II.-In order to prevAnt the right of navigating and fishing, exercised upon the
ocean by the subjects of the high contracting Parties, from becoming the pretext for
an illicit commerce, it is agreed that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty shall not
land at any place where there may be a Russian establishment, without the-permission of the Governor or Commandant; and, on the other hand, that Russian snl>jects
shall not land, without permission, at any British establishment on the North west
coast.
III.-The line of demarkation between the possessions of the high contracting
Parties, upon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the Northwest,
shall be drawn in the manner following:
Commencing from the southernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales Islanrl,
which point lies in the parallel of fifty-four degrees forty minutes, north latitude, and
between the one hundred and thirty-first and the one hundred and thirty-third degree
of west longitude (Meridian of Greeuwich), the said line shall ascend to the north
along the channel called Portland Chcmnel, as far as the point of the continent where
it strikes the fiftv-sixt h degree of north latitude; from this last-mentioned pnint, the
line of demarkation shall follow the summit of the mountains situated parallel to
to the coast, as far as the point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude (of the same meridian); and, finally, from the said point of
intersection, the said meridian line of the one hundred and forty-first degree, in its
prolongation as far as the Fro:r.en Ocean, shall form the limit between the Russian
and British Possessions on the continent of America to the Northwest.
IV.-With reference to the line of demarkation laid down in the preceding article
it is understood :
·
}'irst. That the island called P1·ince of Wales Island shall belong wholly to Russia.
Second. That wherever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction
parallel to t.he coaRt, from the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude to the puint ofintt·rsection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude, shall prove to be
at the distance of more than ten marine leagues from the ocean, the limit between
the British Possessions and the line of coast which is to belong to Rm01sia, as above
mentioned, shall be formed by a line parallel to the windings of the coast, and which
shall never exceed the distance of ten marine leagues therefrom.
V.-It is moreover agreed, that no establishment shall be formed by either of the
two parties within the limits assigned by the two preceding articles to the possessions of the other; consequently, British subjects shall not form any establishment
either upon the noast, or upon the border of the continent compri8ecl within the limits
of the Russian Possessions, as designated in the two preceding artieles ; and, in like
manner, no establishment shall be formed by Russian subjects beyond the said limits.
VI.--It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, from whatever
quarter they may arrive, whether from the ocean, or from the interior of the continent,
shall forever enjoy the right of navigating freely, and without any hindrance whatever, all the rivers and streams which, in their course towards the Pacific Ocean,

H. Ex. 144--4*
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may cross the line of demarkation npot. the line of coast described in article three of
the present convention.
VII.-It is a.Iso understood, that, for the space of ten years from the signature of
the present convention, the vessels of the two Powers, or those belonging to their retlpective subjects, shall mutually be at liberty to frequent, without any hindrance
whatever, all the inland seas, the gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast mentioned
in article three for the purposes of fishing and of trading with the natives.
VIII.-The port of Sitka, or Novo Archangelsk, shall be open to the commerce and
vessels of British subject~ for the space often years. from the date of the exchan.ge of
the ratifications of the present convention, In the event of an extension of this term
of ten years being granted to any other Power, the like extension shall be granted
also to Great Britain.
IX.-The above-mentioned liberty of commerce shall not apply to the trade in
spiritnons liquors, in fire-arms, or other arms, gunpowder or ot,her warlike stores;
the high contracting Parties reciprocally engaging not to permit the above-mentioned articles to be sold or delivered, in any manner whatever, to the natives of the
country.
X.-Every British or Russian vessel navigating the Pacific Ocean, which may be
compelled by storms or by accident, to take shelter in the ports of the respective
Parties, shall be at liberty to refit therein, to provide itself with all necessary stores,
and to put to sea again, withont paying any other thau port and light-house dues,
which shall be the same as those paid by national vessels. In case, however, the
master of such vessel should be under the necessity of disposing of a part of his merchandise in order to defray hh; expenses, be shall conform himself to the regulations
and tariffs of the plaee ·where he may have landed. .
·
XI.-In every case of complaint on account of an infraction of the articles of the
present convention, the civil and military authorities of the high contracting Parties,
without previously acting or taking any forcible measure, shall make an exact and
circumstantial report of the matter to their respective courts, who eugage to settle
tht same, in a friendly mann· r, and according to the principles of justice.
XII.-The present convention shall be r.atified, and tbe rat,ifications shall be exchanged at London, within the space of six weeks, or sooner if possible.
In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same, and
have affixed thereto the seal of their arms.
Done at St. Petersburg, the 28-16th day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and twenty-five.
STRATFORD CANNING.
[L. s.]
THE COUNT DE NESSELRODE.
[L. s.]
PIERRE DE POLETICA.

[L.S.]

[Inclosure B.]

List of maps, with designation of wate1·s now known as the Behring Sea, with date and place
of publication.
[In these maps the waters south of Behriue; Sea are variously designated as the Pacific Ocean, Ocean
Pacifique, Stilh~s Meor; the Great Ocean, Grande Mer, Grosse Ocean; the Great South Sea, Grosse
Siicl Sea, Mer du Siid. And they are a)!ain fnr~her divided. and the northern part designaterl as North
Pacific Ocean, Partie du Nor1l de laMer du Hi.ld, Partiedu Nord de la Grancle Mer, Grand OcPan Boreal,
Nordliclter Theil des Gro~;sen Siid Meers, Niirdlischer Theil des Stillen Meers, Nordliscbe Stille Meers,
etc. In all the maps, however, the Pacific Ocean, under one of these various titles, is designated !1eparatc from tlle sea.]

Description of map.

Accurate Cbarte v·o n Nord Am erika, from
the best sources .
Map made under direction of Mikhael
Gvosdef, surYeyor of the Shestakof expedition iu 17:30.
Mappe Monde, by Lowitz ............... .
GeographicalAtla':l of the Russian Empire,
Alexander V ostchinine.
Carte De L'isle de Ieso, cori'ected to date,
l>.Y Phillippe Buache, academy of sci... uces aud geograpbP.r to the king.
MUller's map of the discoveries by the
Russians on t.he 11orthwest coast of
America, prepared for the Imperial
Academy of Scionces.

I

Designation of waters now [
.
known as Behring Sea.
Where pubbshed.
Sea of A.nadir ....... 4

....................... .

Date.
(*) .

·1 St. Pat"·'bR'g .••.

174-3

Mare A.ndiricum . . . . . . . . . . . . Berlm ..... ...... .
Kamtchatka or Beaver Sea.. St. Petersburg ... .

17411
1748

Mer de Kamtchatka ......... Paris ............ .

1754

Sea ofKamtschatka •.••.•••. St. Petersburg ..•.

1758

Kam,.oba:aki.ohoo Moe' ..

*UnknoWl1.
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List of maps, with clesignation of watet·s now known as the Behring Sea, etc.-Continued.
Description of map.

----------------------------- I

Designation of watPrs now
k'uown as Behring Sea.

Where published.

I Date.

l~

D'Auville's map of the western hemi· Sea of Anadir ............. .. Paris .••...••.••..
sphere.
Map of Hemisphere Septentrional by Mer Dermant . .. .. . • . .. . . . .. Berlin .......... ..
1762
Count Redfern, published by Royal
Academy of Sciences.
176!
Map publlsbf:d in the London Magazine .. SeaofKamschatka .......... London .......... .
Map by S. Bellin, engineer of the Royal Sea of Karntschatka ............ do ........... ..
17fi6
Academy.
17()6
Nouvelle Carte des decouvertes par les Mer de Kamschatka and Amsterdam ........
vaisseaux Russi ens aux cotes in conMer d' .A nadir.
I
nnes de l'.Ameri.que Sept'le; Muller.
Jeffery's American At.las, pPinted by R. Sea of Kamtschatka and London ........... ! 1768-'72'
Sayers and J. Bennett.
Sea of Anadir.
1769 1
Road map from Paris to 'robolsken....... Sea of Kamtschatka ...... ..
Bowles's Atlas; mapoftheworld._ ...... Seaof .Anadir .............. .
1770·
Map of the eastern part of the Russian Mare Kamtschatkiensae ... . St. Petersburg .. . . !
1771•
territory, b.v J. Trusscott.
Map of the new northern archipelago, in Sea of Kamschatka and Sea London .......... ·J
1774~
1
J. von Staehlin Storcksburg's account 1 of .Anadir.
of the northern archipelago latel.Y dis- i
covered by the Russians in the seas of 1
Kamschatka and Anadir.
,
Samuel Dunn's map of North America ... Sea of A nadir .................. :lo ........... ..
17741
Chart of Russian discoveries from the Sea of Kamtschatka ............ do ........... ..
1775map published by the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg (Robert Sayer,
print seller), published as the act directs.
Jeffery's atlas; chart containing part of Sea of Kamschatka ..••.••...... do ..••....•...
1776
Icy Sea and adjacent coasts of Asia and
America, published 1775, according to
act of Parliament, by Sayer and Bllnnett.
Jeffery's atlas; chart of the "Russian .. do ........................... llu ........... ..
1i76
discoveries," from map published by
Imperial Academy of Sciences; pub·
lished by Robert Sayer, March 2, 1775.
Atlas, Thomas Jeffery's (geographer to .... do ............................ do ........... ..
1776
King), .American; chart containing thA
coasts of California, New Albion, and
the Russian discoveries to the north.
1777
Map in the French Encyclopedia ............. do ........................ Paris ......... : ...
Schmidi's atlas ............................... do ........................... (]o ..... ...... ..
1777
1778
Jeffery's atlas ................................ do........................ London ........ ..
Carteder Entdekun gen Zivi~chen Siberia Kamtschatkische Meer .... .................... .
17!10
und America to the year 1780.
1781
Map of the new discoveries in the Eastern Kamtchatka or Beaver Sea.. St. Petersburg . . .
Ocean.
1782
St. Petersburg atla:. .................... .. Sea ofKamtschatka ............. flo ............. 1
1783
Halbkngel der Ercle, by Bode ............ . Kamschatka Sea .. .. . • .. .. . Berlin .......... ..
1784
Chart of the north west coast of America Sea of Kamt<.chatka......... London ........ ..
and the northeast coast of .A.sia, preI
pared by Lieut. Henr.v Roberts, under
the immediate inspection of Captain
Cook; published by W:lliam Faden.

i~~d~~ ~ ~::::~.-:::I

I

Map of the Empire of Russia and Tar- Kamtchatkische oder Biber Nuremberg .......
tary, by F. L. Gulsefeld.
Meer.
Map of discoveries made by the Russians Sea of Kamtchatka . . • • . . . . . St. Petersburg ....
and by Captain Cook; Alexandre Vilbrech.
Sea of Kamtscbatka .... .. .. London ......... ..
Dunn's atlas; map of the world.
D'.Auville's atlas; map of the world, .... do ............................ do ............ .
with improvements, prepared for J.
Harrison, as the act directs.
Meares's Voyages; chart of north west Sea of Kamschatka . . . • . . • . . . .. . do .....••••... .
coast of .America.
Chart of the world, exhibiting all the . .. . do ............................ do ............ .
new discoveries to tbe present time,
with the tracts of the most distinguished navigators from the year 1700,
carefully collected from the best charts,
maps, voyages, etc., extant, by A. Arrowsmith, geographer, "as the act directs."
Chart of the Great Ocean or South Sea, Sea of X \mtschatka • • .. . • .. Paris ........... ..
conformable to the account of thE~ voyage of discovery of the French frigates
La BoUSisole and l'A.strolable; La Perouse.

1786
1787
1788
1788
1790
1790

1701
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Lit of maps, with designation of waters no;w known as the Behr·ing Sea, etc.-Continued •
.,..--Description of map.

Designntion of waters now
known as Behring Sea.

Where -published.
-

Date.

---------------·-·-----·---·----- ·-----------------------l----------------1-----Kartedes..N'ordens von America; G. Fors- Kamschatka Sea .•.••.•••••• Berlin ....••......
ter.
Greenough's map in Wilkimwn's atlas . . . Sea of Kamtschatka . • • • . • . . London ...... .. . .
Map of the northeastern pwrt of Siberia, Kamtchatka Sea ..••••.••... St. Petersburg ... .
the Frozen Sea, the Eastern Ocean, and
nort.hwestern coasts of America, incHeating .Billings's expedition.
Arrowsmith's map of the world . . . . •. .. .. Sea of Kamtchatka. ......... London .......... .
Charte von America, F. L. Gulsefeld ..... . Kamt8cllatk1sches Meer .•.. Nnrnberg .. .... .
AtlaR of Math "-W Carey; map of the world, Sea of Kamt~>chatka......... Philad elphia .... ..
from the best authorities. and mav of
Russian Empire in Europe and Ash\.
Chart of North America, by .J. Wilkes, .... do ..••••.•••••..•••..••••. London .......... .
" as act directs."
Halbkugel der Erde ...... ................ Kamschatka Sea ............ Nuremberg .. .... .
ChartevonNorthAmerika, byF.L.Gulse- Kamtschatkisches Meer ... . Nurnberg ........ .
feld.
C. F. Delmarche's atlas; Mappemonde, Sea of Kamtschatka......... Paris . . ......... ..
by Robert du Vaugondy, including new
discoveries of Captain Cook.
\
La Peronse's chart of the Great Ocean or .... do........................ London .......... .
South Sea, conformable to the discoveries of the French frigates La Boussole
and l' A.strolable,published in conformity
with the decree of the French National
Assembly, 1791, translated and printed
by .J. .Johnson.
W.'Heat.her's marine atlas................ Sea of Kamtchatka . ............. llo ............ .
Greenough's atlas; map by Vibrecht, en-~ Mer de Kamtchatka ........ Edinburgh .•......
titled •' Carte de la Cote N orda Oue!:!t de
.
!'Amerique Septentrionale,'' and showing the discoveries of the Russians, and
Portlock and Dickson.
"\Yilkinson'11 general atlas; a new Mer- ~ Sea of Kamtchatka ......... London . --~- .... ..
cator'!l chart, drawn from the latest discovel'les.
Map of the world; Graberg .............. -~ Bacino di Bering.
Geneva . . . . • .... .
Map mag-azine, composed according to the Heaver Sea or Sea of Kamt· 8t. Petersburg ... .
latest observations of foreign navigators,
chatka.
corrected to 1802.
/
Map of "Meer von Kamtschatka," with Meer von Kamtschatka .. .. . Weimar ........ ..
the route&. of Capt. .Jos. Billings and I
Mart. Saner, drawn by Fred. Gotze, to I
accompany report of Billings's Russian
official visit. to Aleutla and Alaska.
Atlas des Ganzen Erdkreises, by Chris- Meer von Kamtcbatka .......... do ........... ..
tian Gottlieb Reichard.
ArrowsmiLh:s.ge~eralatlas. ··: ... --···:--~ Seao~Kamtchatka ...••..... Lo:nd?n ....••.....
Map of Savnl1a t:larytscheff's JOurney m Sea ot Kamschatka.......... Leipsic .......... .
the Northeast Sea .
.Jedediah Morse's map of North America . .... do . ....................... Boston .......... ..
Robert Willdnson's general atlas; new Sea of Kamtchatka.... •• . . . . London ........•. .
Mercator's chart.
Atlas of the Russian Empire, adopted by Kamtchatka or Beaver Sea.. St. Petersburg ....
the general direction o.f schools.
General map of the travels of Captain Kamtchatka Sea ................ do ............ .
Golovnin.
Map in Carey's atlas....... . .. .. .. . .. .. . Sea of Kamtschat.ka...... •• . London .......... .
Lieutenant Roberts's chart, improved to .... do ........................ . . . do ............ .
date.
Mappemonde in atlas of Malte-Brnn . . . . . Bassin de Behring . . • . . •. .. . . Paris .....•.......
Dunn's atlas . .. . . • . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Sea of Kamtschatk:a......... London .......... .
Karte des Grossen Oceans, usually the Kamtschatkisches Meer .•.. Hamlmrg ..•......
South Sea; .Sotzmann.
Chart von Amerika; Streits . . . . ... . . . . . . Sea of Kamtchatka . ... . . . • . Weimar ......... .
.Arrowsmith's map of North .America..... !::lea of Kamtschatka . .. ...... Lomlon .......... .
Map of the world in Pinkerton's atlas .... Sea ot Kamtschatka ........... ·do . ........... ..
MapbyLapie .................. . ......... BasinduNor(l .............. Paris ............ .
"Carte d'Amerique redigee a pres celle Bassin de Behring .............. do ........... ..
d'Arrowsnlitll en four plauches et soumise aux observations astronomiques
de M. de Humboldt," by Champion.
Map of Oceanica, or the fifth part of the Bassin du Nord ................. do ........... ..
world, including a portion of America
and the coasts of Asia, by H. Brue.
Neele's general atlas; Samuel and Sea of Kamtchatka .......... London .......... .
George N eel e.
Chart von Ameril'la; Geographic Iusti- Meer von Kamtchatka .. .. . Weimar ........ ..
tute.*

17!)1
17!ll
1791

1794
1796
1796
1796
1797
1797
1797
1798

1 99
1800

1800
1802
1802
1803

1803
1804
1805
1805
1807
1807
1807-9
1808
1808
1!l09
1810
1810

uno
1811
1812
1812

ISla

1814
1814
1814

*This chart also desi~nates the coast from Columbia River (49°) to Cape Elizabeth (60° ) as the
"Nord- \"Vest Kuste."
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List of maps, with designation of watm·s now known as Behring Sea, etc.-Continued.
Designation of waters now
known as Behring Sea.

Description of map.

Where published.

Map of the worU, by von Krusenstern ... Meer von Kamschatka ...... St. Petersburg .. .
Enc.vproptype de !'Amerique Septen· Basin du Nord .....••.•••... Paris .....•••.....
trionale, by Brne.
Smith'e general atlas..................... Sea of Kamtchatlm .•••.•••. Lonrlon •••••••.•..
Allgemeinewelt charte, with voyage of Sea of Kamt~;chatka .••..•..... do ..••••••••...
Krusr n stern.
Grande Atlas Universal, edited by Chez Bassin du Nord .••••.....•.. Paris ..••.•••.....
Desray; Mappemonde, by Goujon,
geographer.
Atlas elementaire, by Lapie et Poirson ... Bassin du Nord on de Bering ..••. do .••••••••... .
Amerique Septentrionale et Meridionale; Mer de Bering ou Bassin du ... do ...•..••..••.
Lapie.
Nord.
Map in Thompson's atlas .••••••.•••...... Sea of Kamtschatka ..••.... Edinburgh ...••~ ..
Fielding Lucas's atlas . ........••...•••••. . .. . do .. ...........•....••••. Baltimore .•••••...
Reichard and von Haller's German atlas. Sea of Kamscl1atka. •.••.•••. Weimar ...•••••..
Map iu Greenough's atlas .. ..........••. Sea of Kamtchatka ...•..•.. Edinburgh ...... .
John Pinkerton's modern atlas . .....••••..... do ..................•••••. Philadelphia .••...
Map en~raved by K~kwood & Sons...... Sea of Kamtschatka. •••. •• . Edinburgh •..•...
Chart of the RuRsian and English discov- Sea of Kamschatka. ...•...•. London •••••••••..
eries in the N ort.h Pacific Ocean, by
Capt. James Burney, F. R. S.
Carte Generale de l'Amt>rique; De La- Mer de Bering ou Bassin du Paris .•..••.•••••.
marche.
Nord.
Carte tl' Amerique Sept'le et Merid'le; Bassin du Nord ..•..••..... . ... . do .•.••..••....
Hennon.
Chart of .Alaska, by J. K. Eyries aLd Behring Sea ................ . .... do ..••..•••••..
Malte-Brun.
Chart of the Arctic Ocean and North .... do........................ Weimar .•.••.•••.
America, by Lapie ...•.•............ _...
Carte Generale du Globe; Rrue ..••••.•.. Mehr tle Behring .......•.... Paris ..•.••.••••••
Mappemonde; Tardieu . ............ •• • • . . Mer de Behring . ............ . .. . do .......••.•..
Atlas of La Vogue; M. Carey ...... . . • . . . Sea of Kamtchatka . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia .•.••.
.Atlas Universal of A. H. Brue; ...••••.... Mer de B ering .......••..••. Paris .•••.••..•••.
Mappemonde; Herriilon...... . ........... Mer de Behring .....••••••...... do .....•.......
Map to illustrate the voyage of Kotzebue Sea of Kamtschatka .•...•.. St. Petersburg ....
Fielrling Lucas's Atlas ........•••••.......... do........................ Philadelphia .••••.
Do ...................................... . . do . . . . . .. . . . . . ••• •• .••. . . Baltimore .••...•.
Amerique Septentrionale; Lapie ......... Mer de Behring............. Paris .••••••...••.
Atlas Ulas~ique et Universel, by M. Lapie., Mer de Behring ou Bassin Pans •.••••.•.••••
du Nord.
Anthony Finiey's Atlas ............ ·;···· Sea ~f Kamtschatka ..•..•... Philadelphia ...••.
Atlas of Buchon; cartes des Possesswns Bass1n du Nord .•••••.•••... Paris ...•.•••..••.
Russses.
Map in ~utl~r's Atlas . . . ..... .• ..•• •• • • • . Sea of Kam~chatka......... . London ...•.•••.•
Atlas H1stonco de Le Sage .............. 1 Mer de Bermg . .• • . . . • • • • • . . Paris .•.••••.•.•..

Date.

1815
1815
1815
1815
1816
1816
l!H7
1817
1817
1818
1818
1818
1819
1819
1819
18~0

1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1822
1823
1823
1823
1823
1824
18241824
1825
1825
1829

1

[Inclosure C.)

Section 4 of "An act for regtdating the intercon1·se with the island of St. Helena during the
time Napoleon Bouaparte shall be detained there, and jo1· indemnifying pe1·aons in the
cases therein mentioned (11th April, U:l16)/'
SECTION 4. And be it fu1·ther enacted That it shall and may be lawful for the governor, or, in his absence, the deputy-governor of the said island of St. Helena, by all
necessary ways and means, to binder and prevent any ship, vessel or boat from repairing to, trading, or touching at said island, or having any communication with the
same, and to hinder and prevent any person or persons from landing upon the said
island fl'om such sbi p, vessel or boats aiHl to seize and detain all and ev~ry person
and persons that shall land upon the said island from the same; and all such ships,
vessels or boats (except as above excepted) as shall repair to, or touch at the said
island, or shall be found hove1·ing within 8 leagues of the coast thereof, and which
shall or may lwlong, in the whole or in part, to any subject or subjects of His Majesty, or to any person or persons owing allegiance to His Majesty, shall and are herebv
declared to ue forfeited to His Majesty, and shall and may be seized and detained,
and brought to England, and shall and may be prosecuted to condemnat.ion by His
Majesty's attorney-general, in any of His Majesty's courts of record at Westminster,
in such manner and form as any ship, vessel or uoat may be seized, detained or prosecuted for any breach or violation of the navigation or revenue laws of this country;
and the offense for which such ship, vessel or boat shall be proceeded against shall
and may be laid and charged to have been done and committed in the county of
Middlesex; and if any ship, vessel or boat, not belonging in the whole or in part to
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any person or per'3ons the subject ot· subjects of or owing allegiance to His Majesty,
his heirs and successors, shall repair to or trade or touch at the said island of St.
Helena, or shall be found hovering within 8 leagues of the coast thereof, and shall
not depart froiD the said island or the coast thereof when and so soon as the master
or other person having the charge and command thereof shall be ordered so to do by
the governor or lieutenant-governor of the said island for the time being, or by the
com manner of His Majesty's naval or military force stationed at or off the said island
forthe time being, (unless in case of unavoidable necessity or distress of weather),
such ship ot· vessel shall be deemed forfeited, and shall and may be seized and detained and prosecuted in the same manner as is hereinbefore enacted as to ships, vessels or boats of or belonging to any subject or subjects of His Majesty.
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